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a m m m
Genetic analysss of lint density index sad seed index w m  
conducted In five cresses of American upland cotton and both Charac­
ters were found to be quantitative Vat relatively simple la their 
inheritance. $ke association of llwti and other Character* was 
determined. Parent*. F^# eat Xg {from too crosses) pcpsdLatioas of 
orosss* involving Self oaf M l f . EP1» lfc-312 and Umpire with A M  6-X-k 
were studied la 1951 oat 1952#
Inheritance of Hat density inds* was studied as the weight of 
liters per 100 square centimeters of seed surface area, Inheritance 
of seed else was studied ao seed Index (weight of. 100 seed) eat 
surface area (square centimeters of seed aurface) • Inheritance of 
surface s m  per 100 seed was found to he almost Identical with that 
of seed Infer. Seed index was found to he aa reliable a measure of 
seed else aa waa surface area.
Parent differences of 2.*H) gram* {two pear average)» 3,89 grama. 
1.70 grans. 1.23 grama and 1.88 grams la lint density Index appeared 
to he controlled by four. five, three, two and three pairs of genes, 
respectively. Apparently each paly of genes contributed approximately 
0.6 gram. Parent differences of 2.6 grams (two year average) and 1.1 
grams in seed index appeared to be controlled by one major pair of 
genes pins modifiers In both cases.
Keritabllity of lint density index ranged from 61# to 72#
in 1*2* with an average of 68#* $wo ̂ 3 populations gave herliability 
value* of 35# and b3#* with an average of 39#* based on regression of 
*3 on >2. Xerit&bllity of seed index in varied from 52# to 78#* 
with an average of 69*5#« * w  #3 populations gave heritahllity values 
of 55# and 5^1 with an average of 57#* based on regression of 3Pj on
Xo association was found between lint density index and seed 
else, dignlfleant and positive correlations were found between lint 
density index and lint percent and between lint density index and 
lint index* hint density index was found to he highly associated with 
the maaber of fibers per unit area of seed surface* Significant and 
positive correlations were also found between seed index and surface 
area per seed and between seed index and lint index* Significant and 
negative correlations occurred between lint density Index and strength 
and between seed index and lint percentage.
«expn%0 jo %*ow ir| 'aa&smog ‘̂Txawqaxideioopi® wmpem m%% yotgoooA j£x<1
I I tt O o ** & s. $.
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eoneider&tioa wae not given to the in&ivi&ml conetltaent* of yield. 
Sine* the character* contributing to yield of Hot pea? aero Is %lsoad 
rot tea have rot been *hown, It ie difficult to evaluate the total 
contribution of the work which has teen done in the breeding programs 
involving economic character*.
A tremendous amount of work ha# hero done on inheritance in 
cotton, from which as roorrou* amount of Information ha* hero aorowib* 
lated. When the informatics la examined, it is evident that the 
knowledge of. the basic genetic* of root economic character* 1» otlll 
very Halted, fherefore, baelo genetic studies of the inheritance of 
rosy characters is oottro ie Justified. fhe future cotton breeding 
programs are e^p«et«d to bring results is accordance with the basic 
genetic studio* os which they ere based. fhis isdlrotoo that addition** 
el basic genetic studies to odd to the knowledge of the Inheritance of 
economic characters of cotton ere essential. $h« early pleat breeder* 
rore able to make progress through eeleotlon e» e method of pleat, 
breeding because of the groat variation* is the earlier varieties. A© 
the rot ton breeding programs ©hanged from selection, additional basic 
knowledge was eeerotlal.
Meet, of the rotten breeder* praetlro hybridisation followed by 
selection. Although many breeder* *1111 rosflse their work to i&trp* 
specific crosses, some are practicing hybridisation between species, 
fhe future of the hybridisation program between specie* will probably 
depend on how well the selentlfte baele ie developed for such work, 
fhe progreee of such voric will probably be very slow because it will 
be neeeeeaxy to work oat the baele studies on which to base breeding
program*. I* addition to the genetic dharacters previously studied* 
new characters may he found and If so It will be necessary to study 
tholr association with the ones formerly used. For example, Hat 
density indsae has toon recently introduced at houisiana State 
tSfeiversity,
Hat index, the weight of the Hat per 100 seeds, has been used 
as * criterion for selection in cotton treedimg program*. the eharue** 
ter is e complex earn sad properly breaks deem into the surface area . 
ef the seed sad the ef lint per unit area of the seed surfed.
*h* weight ef H a t  per melt area of seed surface* meaning density of 
fibers, offers a possibility ef a character subject to a low degree of 
environmental variation. With this possibility la mind, the major 
part ef the genetics of this study was directed toward the inheritance 
of seed else sad ef weight ef fiber per unit area of seed surface, 
fhe study Involved a genetic analysis of Hut density index and seed 
else using the parents, P%9 W% and fj generation*.
Bus to the fact that lint density Index and seed else, as 
measured here, were calculated in such a manner as to Involve lint 
percentage, seed index, lint index and square centimeters of seed 
surface area, the study was enlarged to include the association among 
these characters.
h i w & f z w t
lint $*n*tty Index
ZiBmkm Cl9) reported the first work m  the Tolme ef seed 
and fiber number. the w i t  wast completed In studies with the lint 
percentage end number of fibers. fhs volume of the seed wee do- 
term!ned by displacement In water and the fiber weight wee based on 
1*000 fibers*
Hod eon (8) mad# a study of •lint frequency* in selected 
plants from 35 war let lea of American Upland cotton. He defined 
lint frequency at the weight in grams of f iber of uniform length 
produced per square centimeter of seed surface* It was determined 
from the following formula*
SraM.,ft0 5 , m J U & 1U 33B h i ^Approx. area In sq» as of the surface ef the seed
flo&eop determined the relume ef delinted seed by displacement 
In alcohol. fhi* volume was stressed as ec. per 100 seed. Be 
stated that the geometrical figure most nearly represented by a 
cotton seed Is a cone with a hemispherical base. Using the volume 
of the seed* he calculated surface area in square centimeters. So 
set up a table to determine square centimeters of surface area per 
100 seed from the volume. Be reported wide differences in lint 
frequency in the varieties studied and concluded that the quantity 
ef lint produced on cotton seed depends upon the frequency* staple
*
length end seed mxdt&am are*.
Turner (31) made © study o* the number of fibers per seed in, 
Astatls eultiYat©d oettems. £h© Bills sorter was used to get the 
percents^© fiber length distribution by weight. So reported from 
,̂000 to 11,000 fibers per seed were found in different Asiatic 
eultivated cottons by this method.
Iyengar end Burner (l4) reported a study ef the number ef fiber© 
per seed in 18 standard Indian cottons and fire Jteierloam %lan& 
eettone. They determined the umber of fibers per seed by estimating 
the average number ef fiber© for each group^leagth, then totaling the 
estimated number for m o b  greup^leagth to seeare the total for the 
need. these w«k«r« eoaeluded that the number of fiber© per seed may 
differ greatly for different ©pool©a, % for different varieties ef 
the ©am© specie© or different specie©*
Xyepgar (13) listed four method© of determining number of fiber© 
per seed, they are* (1) Obtaining the fiber group-length© on a seed 
by tike,Belle eerter and then determining the weight of each group* 
length, from thee© values the number ef fiber per seed ie calculated. 
<2> dividing the lint weight per seed by the produet of the mean 
fiber length and the mean fiber weight per unit length. (3) Bi* 
Tiding lint wei^it per «$ed by the unit fiber weight obtained by 
weighing the Uhete fiber. (h>) Dividing the lint weight per seed by 
the mean unit fiber weight obtained from method one listed above.
Iyengar stated that the Value© obtained from use of method (h) 
are lower than those calculated by method <l).
Hoore (22) made a study of the density of fiber by count on
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probahljr differed tjr one taejer pair of gene* plue Modifier*
a
heritability for the character* an calculated by components of 
variance no* JXJjS on a lino bade and 74$ on a Mil basle.
Seshotols (4) reported that in a Saif and Saif x SanMUt erw*c 
of 3<fe fg pS*»te the herit&Mllty was and in a creee of foastula x 
Sol to Smooth leaf of 478 fg plant* 69$. So bad only a email number 
Of parent plants and 00*014 not determine the nmgber of gene* or gen# 
notion involved.
*»«»* *«— *** aafralatiPM. lM*e» (8) to a stnftjr of
varieties of Aacrican %laa& cotton found the following correlation** 
lint frequency with lint index 0,840
hint frequency with lint percentage 0,915
Sdnt frequency with fiber length ~®»737
frequency was used here a* the weight in gran* of fibpr of uniform
length produced per square centimeter of seed surface.
fumer (30).working with Egyptian cotton reported a correlation 
coefficient of 0.300 between lint percentage and number of fiber* per 
wood and 0.320. between somber of fiber* per unit are* of teed surface 
and percentage*
lyeag&r and turner {14} reported a correlation coefficient of 
0.330 between number of fiber* per need and lint percentage in
(biftjrynlttjB hlrsuVuMi.
Fallateea* (Z3) reported lint density index with feed index gave
a correlation coefficient of -0.212, with lint index 0.460 with
lint percentage 0*777* The study wa* made m  97 #3 line* from
Sten*?ill* composite x Belta Smooth leaf*
Moore ($2) reported the following correlation* were found in






































































































































3HBall* (1) found in a croas hotwaan Ameriean Upland and 
oottom* that tho toad of the *&* hoarior than the highoap
10
ft
Upland. {28) reported little evidence of hybrid vigor In
•Iso of seed in American Upland eottoa* Brown (3) reported that 
Pressley 1a Arisen* found, an egression of hybrid vigor In seed also 
In American Upland 001ton*
v Mclendon (2k) reported heavy seed as being dominant over light 
seed In * segregating population, fhe crosses were of %land x Sea 
Island and Intra-Upland hybrids*
v Ware {33} reported the expression of hybrid vigor In seed else 
in the population of a cress between Pima and Winesap varieties 
ef cotton, and the ease thing In a cross between Fisa and Upright* 
and in a eross between Winssap and Sea Island* All of these were 
cresses halves* species* According to Ware* Balls found no intensi­
fication of seed weight In an imter-%yptla» cross* Ware stated 
that Aslls concluded that seed else was controlled by a single 
allelomorph!* pair of genes* Wars <3&) also reported that fussy seed 
vers significantly hsavlsr than naked seed In American. Upland cotton.
v Hotcblmsea (11) reported fussy seed to he about 0 * 5  gras heavier 
per 100 seed than tufted seed in Asiatic cottons. Warland (?) re­
ported that Hutchinson believed that a serlse of multiple alleles 
existed la Aslatlo cotton vhleh controls seed else* the greater the 
number of allslss present the greater the Increase In seed else.
tfason (20) reported partial dominance for heavier seed in a 
Half and Half x Wilds cross* Involving 211 plants* $he mean seed 
Index of the Half and Half parent was 8*7 and was 12.8 for the Wilds 
parent* He stated that seed weight appealed to be controlled by two 
to three major pair of genes in the cross* fhe heritability for the
n
ehuraeter in the orese m s  found to be 63$» which m s  considered 
high*
In another cross involving the same two parents* but different 
Uasti in an ?$ population of 800 plants* the number of genes was 
found tor Homo (2d) to W  one to two major pairs*, of genes plus 
modifiers* the Half and Saif parent, mean m s  9*6 and the Wilde 12.5 
inma. the ?| swaged from 9*6 to 13*6 grams* indicating one parent 
to he heterozygous. the character vaa considered to he quantitative 
in nature pt its inheritance*
j Paliateeas (2J) reported a her it ability of 23$ for seed index 
calculated hy regression of the ̂  line mean on fg plants in a 
Stoneville composite x Della Smooth heaf. 2e reported seed Index to 
he controlled by three to four major pair of genes in the,97 3^ 
lines* The Stoaevtll© parent had a seed index mean of 11.8 and the 
Delta Smooth leaf 10*5 or a me^n difference of 1.3 grams.
V Desbetels (4) reported in an population of 360 plants of 
Saif and Saif x $uxtuln that the parents appeared to differ, by two to 
three pairs ef.genes* The Half and Saif parent mean was 10.0 and 
the Tuactula lh*7* ^he cross gave dominance for large seed. In an 
?2 population ef t?8 plants ef Tuxtula x Delta Smooth Deaf* there 
was an Indication ef two. to three pairs of genes were involved. The 
Tuxtula had a mean of 14-. 7 and the Delta Smooth leaf 10.7. Partial 
dominance was found for large seed* which m s  probably due to hybrid 
vigor. A herilability* of 73$ and 77$ was found in the two crosses* 
Seed Index correlations. Dutnlavy ($) reported a positive 
correlation of 0.70& of seed might with lint index and of 0*h26
u
• '
between *ead wei^st and etaple length In f exae cotton*. Brown (3} 
reported correlation* in Upland varieties a* follow**
Seed weight with staple length 0,426
Seed with lint percenter# -0t5$9
Seed weight with lint Index 0.704
Bod eon (9) reported a lew p©«litre correlation of seed weight 
with et&ple length in American Bpland cotton. Betel {25} reported & 
high poeltiwe correlation of teed weight with lint index in three 
per* etraiae of *• »!«* nentioned that larXanA,
Ballet and BIX son working with different epeeles of cotton had all 
shown a positive correlation Between the two characters.
fame* <30)> using sene ef Belle* data on Egyptian cotton, 
obtained the number of fibers per unit area of seed surface, A corre­
lation coefficient of ->0.490 wee found between the number of fthere 
per unit area of eaed surface and need weight..
Sonsele* (6) reported a correlation ef -0.333 of seed index with 
lint percentage and a partial correlation of -*0,677 when lint index 
was held con at ant. Seed index with lint index gave a correlation of 
0.539 aad 0f 680 when holding lint percentage constant in a partial 
correlation, the cross was Belfo* 910 * from Half and Half at Wilde 
with 450 fg plant*.
Isaac (12) reported a correlation of -0*404 of eeed index with 
lint percentage in a segregating population of American %laed and a 
partial correlation ef -0.621 holding lint index constant. A corre­
lation ef 0.5^3 *f eeed index with lint Index and partial, correlation 
of 0.579 holding lint percentage constant were also found. fh* cross
was $sltft Smooth leaf 9l Stonevill# idlB 212 F^ plants.
K&son (ao) reported correlation coefficient* ef seed Index with 
lint density index *f 0.120, lint index ef 0,bQ2 and lint percentage 
of -0.326 In o cress of Half end Half x Wild# with 211 Fg plants*
Paliatseas <25) reported, correlation coefficient* of seed index 
with lint density index of -0*212, with lint indose 0*306 and with 
lint percentage -0*511.
Be shot els (t) found ft negative correlation of seed also with 
lint percentage pf -0*310 In Half end Saif sc f M M l a  cress with 360 
Fg plant* and-0.#*0 In ft fuxbulft si £«!%» Smooth loaf cross with 
h?8 Fg planto. la the same two.crosses, the lint Index with seed 
index correlation Values wore 0*810 and 0,^00,
Surface Area of toed
beaks <19) reported the first work on surface area of seed* Be 
reasoned that the total muster of fibers per seed could be derived 
from the number of fibers arising from a unit area of seed coat 
surface and the total area of seed coat surface per seed. However, 
this work was performed in connection with lint percentage determi­
nation*. *he volwms ef the seed was determined by displacement in 
water,
Ksdsen (8) made a study of •lint frequency* in selected plants 
from 25 varieties of American Upland cotton. Ho&son determined the 
volume of seed by displacement in alcohol, tfoing the volume of 100 
seed, he calculated surface area of the seed in square centimeters.
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the tv© dibits in parenthesis of each amlwr (fable 1) repre- 
i«itt the m W r i a g  system for idsniif 1 eat ion of individual parent 
plant*. the populations will be carried as indicated above in all 
later references*
Parent, and seed for each of the five cresses were 
planted in ihe field April 29 to May 3 in 1951*. 9he Milt wore 
sp&eed 1$ inches apart In rove spaepd 42 inches* the plants wore 
later thinned, to one plant per hill. there were approximately €5 
hills per row* An application of 4$0 pounds per aero of 5~X0~5 
fertiliser m e  node before planting. A side dressing of Bltr&te of 
Soda at the rate of 100 pounds per acre vat mad# about midway of 
growing season.
Sailed seed# of the parents and from f$ plants to he used as #3 
lines were planted from the Saif and Self (&*3) x ABA 6-1-4 (3*1) 
m t t  cm April, 30* 1952, and from BPh 14-312 (5-4) x ABA 6-1-4 (3-9) 
on Hay 2, 1952* *he lines were planted in three replications of 10 
hills cash* fhe hills were spaced 16 Inches apart In the row with 
42 inches between the rows* the Half and Self ac AHA 6-1-4 lines were 
thinned to one plant per hill, the DBPI» 14-312 x AHA 6-1-4 lines were 
damaged to a great extent, after receiving a perfect stand, by 
Ehieoctonlm and it became necessary to leave two plants per hill in 
places to provide a sufficient number of plants per line* fhe area 
was fertilised before planting and side dresped with nitrate of Soda 
when the plants were 6 to 6 Inches in height*
Hash plant was tagged with an Identifying number* fhe parents, 
and Hg gfow in 1951 were eelfed with 1/2 pound Kraft paper bags*
lelfM oattoa b&nr©st©A first la araall 2faaJ% paper ba#«
$








































£i*pl»,eeme»t i& alcohol. îgbfcjr e© of alcohol were placed la a 100 ee
If
sraluat«d cylinder and than the 100 seed* were added and the height 
of the alcohol was read a* accurately no possible, ttie aifferertce 
between the 80 on end til© final reading gave the displacement in ecu 
A table prepared by l&dsea (8) was need to convert ithi vplnns 
of seed in ec into area of seed surface in square centimeters,. lint 
deaeiliy index we* determined for each plant in all generations, 
the genetic studies with lint density index consisted of an 
estimation of the number of genes by which the parents differed# the 
type of gene action and heritability of the character.
SfflflMWK, ,.fll ^  »ethods were used in t|ie deter-
s Im U q s of the number of gene* involved in each character, She 
methods were: (l) the frequency of parent genotype recovery and (2) 
the Oaetle-Wrighi formula. Sstlmation of the number of genes by the 
frequency of parent genotype recovery method was based on the as­
sumption that any plant that has the sane genotype as one of the 
parents will fbow an equal decree of expression of the character 
being studied. If dominance is involved# all fg plants whose mean* 
were equal to the neam of the parent shoving the recessive condition 
vers sensidered recoveries of that parent genotype, In Cases of 
absence of dominance the mean of either parent was used as a basis 
for deteminimg parent genotypes in the 3fg# the mean# range and 
coefficient of variation vers used in comparing fj lines with peronts 
In determining parent genotypes recovered*
She somber of genes involved was determined from the estimation 
of frequency of permit genotypes on the assumption that a frequency of 
one in four indicates on* pair of genets one in Id Indicates two
20
pair* of genes*
fhm Oastle-Wright formula was also utilised 1n estimating 
gene differences In tits parents, ffeii formula supposedly give* the 
minima number. of the genes by which tire parents differ In respect 
to a character, the formula is*
Minima number of genes 9 S*/ 8<s* i2 shore t is the 
difference between the means ef the parents in the character con­
sidered! e* is the variance of the population sad *• is the 
variance of the l|,
IfrtJSEC, jfcjTMfr CffttCfti **• nctina reseats were smeared with 
these aspects* fro* tee types of gene action* arithmetic and geo- 
metric. Sheeted arithmetic and geometric mines were calculated in 
the following ways*
Expected arithmetic mean of 1L 9 3  / 1 F_
Expected geometric mean of
2
1/ a 1*1 * * *2
5  *1 t *  »,
2
^ 5 i J F2
If the actual mean were nearer to or equal to the calculated 
arithmetic means of the end fg* the gene action was assumed to he 
arithmetic, deometrie gene notion was assumed to he present where 
the actual means were nearer the expected geometric means.
23.
tn f 2 herltaMllty was measured from the formula®
S m «*0 , where represents genetically
_ _ _
controlled variation in tfg and fj| |« a Measure of variation doe to 
eavdresncftt, the s3̂  value was obtained as an averaga of %fee 
variances for the too parent*. the Value w&e obtained fey 
subtracting e3̂  froa the total variance for Ig. Heritability was 
aleo leftsurM fre» the regression of the mean of Fj line* on the 
phenotype of fg plants fron which the listoi were derived, Shis 
regression, expressed &» pereentags, wae used ae a heritafeilty value.
Seed Sloe
for convenience la this study seed else was measured in terns 
of weight and surf ace area, Seed index was need as the Measure of 
eeed weight. Seed index one determined froa the weight in grams of 
100 seed,. *ach individual plant wee measured separately for this 
character. d 100 eeed sample m e  counted and weighed to the nearest 
0,1 gran*. Plants dddt did not produce at least 100 eeed were 
discarded.
Surface area per eeed wae measured and expressed a* square 
cent iaet ere of eeed surface per 100 eeed, Ffce volume of 100 seed 
was determined fey displacement la alcohol and thle wae converted Into 
square eentiaetere of surface area fey use of a table devised fey 
Bodson (8),
fhe eaae types of genetic information described previously for
m
lint density index were al«e obtained for aeed M e i  and oarfac© area 
per oeoC.
hint Percentage
hint percentage wa* ealealated by the use of tho following
f o n r o l a s  W « i * f c t  n f  l i n t  ***  n l . m t  *  1 0 0 .
Height of aeed cotton per plant
She lint pad flood after ginning wore weighed aepar&tely to tho
meareet 0*1 gra»* the lipt percentage woo determined for each plant
in all of tho population*, She character wa* correlated with other
character* included In the a tody.
hint Index
Xi&t index w&e expressed aa the weight in greets of lint pro-' 
duoed on 100 need, calculated by wee of the formula*
%igh*..,cfc. .Sotal weight of need per plant
Lint index waa aeaeured for each plant in the study. She Character 
waa correlated with the ether character* studied*
Aaaoeiation of Characters
Correlation coefficients were, need to meaaure the degree of 
aaaoei&tion between two character*. She formula meed for the ealcu- 
lation of correlation eeefflcieata wa**






























m m m n
hint Iadex
td.uk density index 1# the weight of lint in gram# per 100 
square centimeter# of toot surface, ®he value# for lint density 
isiijc were calculated hy dividing tho lint index (might of fibers 
per 100 seed) by the amber of square centimeters ©f surface area 
per 100 eeed and multiplying by 100. lint density index ie ale© a 
measure of the number of fiber# per unit area of eeed surface a# will 
he discussed later# fhe character wa# studied in five population# 
in fg and two population# In fj and the retail# of each i# reported 
separately, Procedure# outlined in the section on Material# and 
Method* were followed and It 1# not considered necessary to repeat 
then In detail,
A total of 51 Walt and Walt parent plant*, 56 All 6~1*& parent 
plant#, 12 plant# and h02 ̂  j^Unt# were grown and measured for 
lint deneity index In 1951 the ©roe# involving plant (2-5) of 
half and Half and (>-l) of AHA 6-l«*h, M a t  denaity Indices for the 
parent#, and are given In fahle 2,
fhe lint deneity indioe# for the Half and Half parent showed, a 
range from 6.1 to 7*5» based on da## interval#, with a mean of 6, 
gran# with a nean of h.19* fhus, the Half and Half parent had a 
range of l.t gran# and the AHA 6~l*-4 parent had a range of 0,6 gran. 
However, the relative variation in the two parent# was approximately
2b
Table 2» Frequency distribution of lint density index for the parents, F\ and Fj populations In the
Half and Half (2*3) * IM 6~l-fa (3-1) c r o s s , ________________
Number of plants in lint density index classes 
Population 3.9 lt.i W  lt»£ >>.? it»S> $.1.5*3 5.5 5.1 5.9 6.1~ 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 ?»3 ?.i
Half and 
Half (2-3) 1 1 2 It 9 9 3 2
AM 6-1-4*
(3-1) 6 13 13 It
*1 2 2 5 2 1
'2 It 18 22 44 69 54 56 60 39 17 11 2 3 2 1
Table 3* Statistical values for lint density index for the parents, 7* and 7g in the Half and Half 








Half and Half (2-3) 31 6.94 .2740 3.95
A M  6-1-4 (3-1) 36 4.19 .1927 4.60
F1 12 5.69 .2760 4.88
F2 402 5.56 .4435 7.95
a
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the m m .  As shown in fable %  the coefficients of variation were 
3.955̂  and 4*6o£, respectively. the lew degree o f variation in 
both parents, &« shewn by the coefficient* of variations, spggsst 
that both were relatively homosygeus for tint density index, the 
genet Jie difference between the parent e9 ae shewn by their naans, 
wee 2*75 grams, thle ie a comparatively wide difference for Upland 
cotton,
fvelve plante were grown and classified for lint density 
Index (table. 2), the plants varied from 5*3 to #.3 grans with a 
mean of 3,69* *h® range among plants was OXJfc1© %-lk© ©©03®***
fielents of variation was 4*88& the narrow mage among plants 
and lew eoafflelent ef variation also iadieates that the parents were 
relatively bomosygeus sand the variation among plants in the $% as 
well as the two parents was due to environment.
As aspected, the fg plants varied considerably more than the 
parents and f̂ L* The 402 fg. plants showed m  essentially continuous 
range from 4*5 to 7*5 gramju the mean of the Fg was 5*5© and coef­
ficient of variation was 7»95& the greater variation in Fg was 
obviously dee to genetlp segregation in the population as well as 
environmental variation* the continuous range among plants plus 
the large nusher ef classes indicate that lint density index is a 
quantitative character and m e t  he analysed genetically by the use ef 
■ethods suitable for quantitative inheritance,
Poalnnnce. the arithmetic. average pf the parents was f.56. grams 
while means ef %  eed *2 were 5*89 and 5.58 gratae, respectively, 
fhese results indicate partial dominance for high lint density index.
27
* * 
However, the medal c&as* wa* 5*3 gram* (febl© 2 and Figure l). feie
it appreciably below the mesa at %  *&* *̂** averag© of th© parent*,.
fhis usually indicates partial dominance fop low lint density index.
Consequently, th© result* are contradictory concerning oceurreae© of
dominance for tide diameter and no valid conclusion could bo
agAa d*)l*fidKf^EvnMt 4
*** nature of gen© action, *h©ther 
arithmetic or geometric, wa*. determined in th© eroee, tho arithmetic 
average of the parent* woe J,$S gram* and tho geometric neon of the 
parent* wa* 5*39* fee actual m m *  of the %  and $g were 5,69 and 
5»5$ gram** respectively. thus, the actual mean* of %  and W% m m  
nearer to the expected arithmetic mean than the geometric mean and 
suggest that the gene action was arithmetic in nature, with perhaps 
acme degree of dominance for high lint density index,
foOTlTffl* fe estimation of the number of gene* 
by which the tee parent* differed in the eree* for lint deneity index
*a* made by the parent recovery method and the 0&*tl ©-Wright formula. 
▲* there was a difference In the mean of 0,02 gram toward the 
upper parent for high, lint deneity Index, the AHd (3*1) parent
(low deneity index) mean wa* meed as, a basis for estimating the 
number of parent genotypes recovered, Where were no plant* a* lew
a* the. mean of the AKd €*l-h* parent in the population of h02 %
plants* failure to recover a parent genotype in h02 plant*
Indicated that the parent* probably differed by four or more pair* of 
genes, there wa* an ineuffiolent number of plants In 7^ to determine 
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Lint Densi+g Inde* Classes
Fimre 1. Frequency distribution oirre of lint density IndeSt for the parent, ?_ and J 
of the Hsirsnd Half (2-3) * AHA 6-1-4 .(>*1) cross.
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and at at IsttcO vain- for lint. don alty indnx In 52 Fn 11 non In tho Half and Half (2-3) * AH* 6-1 J* (3-1) cro*n.
•
- - ' - * —
nrri't'f of plant*! In Unt drn«lt.y Indr* cl iK*9 ‘lurnbor, 1 of F 2pl^nt
4 Standard of
]itd ^.1 <.3 5.̂ I . d -5.*9 6.1 6 .1 6.5 6 .7 6.9 ill. 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.9 fl’nti mr.in deviation variation
6.96 ,1313 2 . 61 1 a 2 3 6.9a
1 3
1 c
c; 1, 22 a . 19 a.90 .2590 5.2 .
_r; a . 93 a, 95. . • -tZTJJ ‘ 5.5
1 i r. 3
1
' c' 3 1' 20 a. 92 5.0a .3335 7.7
2 1 1 3 3 2 1 1 16 5.20 5 .22 .6633 12.8
1 3 ■I ? 3 1 1 1 17 a. 5a 5 .2a .3735 7.?
1 1 1 3 d 5 3 2 25 a.8? 5 .30 .3252 6.1
1 1 •>*-













2 2 3 2 6 1 2$ a.8a 5.63 J*750 o.a
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h 2 1 1 
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6 . 7  
5.1
1 1 1 1* 1 1 2 1 12 a . 73 5.73 .1532 7.3



















1 2 1 3 2 7 1 1 1 19 7 .35 5.82 .5173 8 .9
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1 1 1 i* 7 3 3 2 1 23 5.33 5.90 ,a3?a 7.a
3 1
1*
1 3 8 1 2  











1 2 3 2 1* 3 2 1 18 a . 98 5.9a .aasa 7 .5
1 1* 5 1* 3 1 1 21 5.15 5.9a .5277 8 .9
1 1 3 3 1 5  3 2 1 1 21 6.17 5.95 .5229 3,8
1 2 3 1* 6 3 1 1 1 22 a .67 5.96 ,368a 6 .2
1 1 1* 5 l 1 2. 21 5 .67 5.97 .3577 6 . 0
1 1 3 3 3 3 2 1 17 5.09 5.98 .H239 7 .1
2 1 3 a 3 1* 5 22 6 .23 6.00 .3962 6.6
1 2 6 3 1 a 1 1 19 7 .59 6.O7 .3350 6.3
1 3 a 6 2 3 2 2 23 5 .9 7 6.11 .1780 7.9
1 1 2 5 1 5 3 1 2 2 23 5.58 6.21 .166a 2.7
1 a 6 7 2 7 1 23 6.a6 6.22 •51x01 6.1
3 7 5 5 * 1 1 22 6,23 6 .2a .2770 ■ a.a
3 2 3 . 7  a 1 2 1 23 6.U6 6.2a .391x2 6. 3
1 2 2 3 3 3 6 1 ■ 21 5.60 6.26 ,a260 6. 9
1 2 2 3 3 a 3 2 1 21 6.28 6.20 .3890 6. 1
1 1 2  3 6 3 1 17 5.98 6 .3a .U293 6.8
2 3 a a 3 2 1 2 21 5.70 6.35 .5123 ' 8.1
1 3  a 2 3 1 1 15 6 .7 8 6.39 .3391 5.3
1 5 2 2 3 a 6 1 2a . 6.30 6.ao ,a601 7.2
1 2 1 5 a 5 3 1 1 1 23 6.01 6 .a a .3765 5.8
1 2 3 '5 6 2 19 5.39 6.50 .3900 6.0
1 2 3 3 a 3 1 17 6.81 6.67 .3370 5.0
1 2 3 a 2 1 1 2 1 1  18 6.68 6 .7 0 .6616 9.9
1 1 a 1 3 3 1 ^ 6 .2a .a233 6.31 1 1 a a 3 2 1 18 6.60 6,8a •a?33 7.0 o
dsriwsd* fhs lixi® with lowest mean (line Humber f) is listed first 
In 1slils & $n& the other 51 limes ere given in incr*e&sing order of 
their means*
fhe parents gavp similar hot not Identical results for the tee 
gears, 1951 and 1952. Add 6-1-4 {>!) m s  lor and. Jfelf end H&lf 
( H >  m s  high la lint denelfty index In hath .gears* the mean of Saif 
and Saif £&»3} in 1952 m e  6.96 grams# almost Identical with the 
mean of 6,94 for this parent la 1951 (inhl# 2) even though only 
eight plants were grown. 9m the other hand the AHA 6-1-4 (>*1) 
parent M l  m  sppyeciahtg high s e e  of 4.90 grams in 1952 im contrast 
with 4.19 in 1951,
Wot quantitative characters, such as lint density, the only 
certain method of idsmtifgiag genotypes In *% whioh are identical with 
one or hath of the parents is to grow an fj progeny front each %  
plant and compare with the parents, using mean# range and coefficient 
of variation for the comparison. An 9% plant which represents re­
covery ef a parent genotype should coincide m  m  9% line with that 
parent In mean, range and variation.
Among the $% lines grom, nous had a mean as lew, as that of the 
lew density index ASA 6-1-4 (3-1) parent (4*90 gfams). However, 
line 7, consisting of 2D plants, had a mean of 4.95 gr&ns snf a rang* 
that differed only slightly from, that of AHA 6-1-4 (j-X) parent 
genotype, thus it Is possible, although not certain, that one of the 
52 Ij lines represent* an AHA 6-1-4 parent genotype,
*he *2 plant phenotype, from which line 7 m e  produced, m e  
higher than any plant of the AHA 6-1-4 (>-!) parent in lint density
InAeat, fhe 5̂ line sosi was 0.G5 higher then tin© AHl 
(>*1) parent feaa an* £*©» h*5 to 5*5 &*»&* wfella the $*aret*t 
range* froa h*3 to 5*3 greats in distribution ©l&see*. the regatta*# 
of the range la elastee oorored wee the same for hoth hat the rang# 














































With four pair* of genes the expected parent genotype recovery 
i* ©a* of each to 2$d 9g plant*. With five |alf« of gem** tho 
expected rooovery weald ho ©a* of each parent la i02h 9$ plants.
If limes 7 and $5 are not parent genotype# and thoro a t  x&o 
parent genotype recovery to tho f2 consisting of *HS& plant#* it i* 
probable that more than four pair* of gene# were Involved. Although 
all Wz plant# « o o  not tested in 9$* Wz plant* in all lint density 
classes from lev to high were included in tho $2 9j lines. Fifteen 
of tho ht Fjj plant* which had a lint Annuity Index of $m# grams of 
helov and lh of tho Jdplaut# with density of 6*2 and above war* 
tested in Tty lowever* lino* ? and k$ ax# to similar to the low and 
high lint donolty parents, respectively, that, th* number of gene* 
Involved could not he greater than five pair*.
If either line 7 or k$ or both are parent genotype* and it 1* 
assumed that not more than two or three genotype* like each parent 
were recovered In 9$, it 1* probable that four pair* of gene* were 
Involved.
The ?3 indicates that four pair* of gene* were probably «egr*~ 
gating for lint density index and not more than five pair* could be 
involved, fix pair* of gene* would give an expected fretgueney of on* 
parent genotype in t,096 9g plant*, fho fre<*ueney 1* obviously 
greater than this.
Revolts in and fj are In general agreement concerning the 
number of gene*. In both population* the most probable numbey i* four 
pair* of gene*, fh* mean difference in parent* in 19J1 wa« 2.75 gram*
end 2.04 gram* in I$fc52# an average differsnce of 2.h0 gram# for i b  
two year*. If this difference Is duo to f e w  pair* of genes,, sash 
pair contributed approximately 0.4 gram to lint density index., If 
there were five pairs, each contributed approximately 0.5 gram.
Her It ability. heritablliiy is m  expression of tho proportion, 
of total variation In a population that in t p  to genetic variation.
It la u t a M  in determining whether selection of Individual plants 
la effective enough to warrant its une. It la e*ie*&ai«d In tho F$ 
by dividing the genetic variance by the total Variance and converting 
to percentage* A character with a high herltability should prove to 
he vary valuable in a greeting program.
lint, deneity index ana found to have a hertiabiiity of 72$ in 
the cress. This represent* a high hsritaMXlty valve and indicates 
that the greater part of the variation in lint deneity Index In the 
?2 population vac genetic.
feritatUltr f r a  *3 *•*» ra» u m i H  W  th. r e l a t i o n  
between the phenotype of Fg plant* and the average performance of Wj 
11nee derived from then, The mean of Fj line* should he a reliable 
Indication of the genotype of the Fg plant* from which the, line* came* 
The association was measured by correlation end regression. The 
correlation coefficient between the F2 plants and Fj line means was 
0.6b, which is highly significant. This association deafly indicates 
that lint density index as measured In Fg mould he effective for
selecting plants fro® which to produce Fj lines with high index.
The regression of the mean ef the Fg lines on the Fa plants, was
0.35 end when expressed la percentage indicates 3J$ herltaMlity. A
heritabiltty value of 35# indicates that approximately one-third of 
tho variation preimt among plants m i  too to genetic difference* 
ssi lint density imAex offer® a good possibility for effective 
selection, Hhis estimate of herltability to considerably loo# than 
that obtained from f^i ?2#*
A sore emaet interpretation of this value of 33# for heritabilt~ 
ty, as measured ty regression, o m  to gained by determining feov 
effective selection for high lint don#tty indc* among tho 52 **2 
plants tooted in fj would have been for obtaining high lint density 
linos in fj, Xn H 2 a density value of 6,0 gram* m o  somewhat 
above the. average of tho parent* and might ho used as a basis for 
selection, A total of 16 W% plant• with a lint deneity Im&mx of 6.0 
or above were taken into Ij, fhese represented the 16 hipest %  
plant a of the 52 vere tested in Hj, If selection In fg le
completely effect ire* these 16 fg plants should produce the 16 
highest lines, based tm line mean*. Actually, thee# 16 highest 3g 
plants produced 11 or 6£# of the top 16 lines, $bus, selection of 
tho highest 16 fg plant? would have been off act ire in obtaining 69# 
of the 16 best Tj linos. Only about 30# of the highest Hg plants 
failed to produce superior Wy linos* ft sen also he concluded that 
by selecting for blg$L lint density in fg only about 30# of superior 
plants would he lest*
In the shore comparison between and fj, mean of 2^ lines m s  
used to measure their value, the superiority of lines might also 
he based on the occurrence of individual plants which are as high 
in lint density lade* as the mean of the high parent (Half and Half),








































inferior list** war* obtain** fram high pl*»i* an* a few 
onperior *3 lino* cam© from relatively low fg plant* hit th* 
agreement between *g an* fj 1* dose enovigh to permit highly *f~








* total of Stf 3felf ah* Half (0*2) parent plant*, bb AHA
$3-Z) parent plants, eight %  plant* and 399 &Z plant* were grown 
an* measured Cor lint density index in 195&* Sn&tee* for the parents* 
«o4 are siren in fable 5» fhe lint density Indices for the
Half ant Half (m ) parent shoved a range front & l  to 7*3 grams, with
a mean of 6*68 (ta1»X6« 5 «**d fhe AXt 4-1-4 {372) parent showed 
a range from 3,3 to 4,1 grams, with a mean ef 3,79* fbe coefficient 
of Variation w e  about the eane for both parent** fide variation la 
approximately the eane ae found in the Half and Half (2-3) an*.
AMA 4-1-4 (3-1) parent* in the previous cross* fhe parent* appeared 
to ho relatively hoinosygou* and it 1* assumed that the Variation in 
oath 1* caused hy environment* fhe results indloate approximately 
1.8 to 1*4 grams of lint denoity index earn ho expected frost environ- 
mental variation alone* the gene tie difference between tho parent« 
ao show by their »eaa* w o  2*89 grams*
Sight Sj plants wore grow and classified for lint density 
index (fable 5). fbs variation among the eight S^ plants w e  the 
same as that of tho IXI 4-1-4 (3-2) parent bet lover than that of tho
Saif and Half (2-2) parent* fhe coefficient ©f variation for the
m i  3*82jt which is eonsidsr&fcly lowr than that of 4*90# for tho 
lowest parent* this information also indicate* that both parents 
were relatively homosygou* for lint density Index,
%Hlnanoo*. fhe arlthmetio overage of tho parents was 5*23 grams, 
tho mean of the eight!* plants w s  J*4ft and tho mean of the 399 ?$ 
plants w s  5* 32 grams* Since the moons of both 38̂  and !*g generations 
w s  higher than the average of the parents, it appears that partial, 
hot not oompleto, dominance for high lint density ©ecarred in this
fable 5* Frequency distribution of lint density index for the parents, F- and T* in the Half and 
Half (2*5) x AHA 6-1-li 0-2) cross,
Humber of plants in lint density index classes 
Population________ j)«3 y.j 3.7 3»9 U.l U«3 ltolt.7 It.9 5.1 5.3 5.5 $.7 5.9 6.1 6*3 6,5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7 3
Half and Half (2-2) 2 $ 3 6 $ 1, 1
AHA 6-1-i (3-8) 1 6 13 16 6
r. l l k l i
Fg 1 It 8 17 25 it? 63 66 63 53 22 16 10 2 1 1
fable 6* Statistical values for lint density index for the parents, and FW in the Half and Half 





























cross. this conforms reasonably well with the result* in the ether 
Katf a»A Half at AHA 6~l**k cress. the £*e$tte»egr distribution curve 
(figure 2) indicates the modal Class to he 5*9* which Is sXi#itly 
above the arithmetic average ef the parents,
,Mdt4»flSBU> **• type ef gene action, whether
arithmetic or geomet rio, was determined in the cross* ®h© eapeeted 
arithmetic mean wee 5*23 and the expected geometric mesa m e  5*03
* * i
grams* the actual and mean* were 5*48 and 5*32 grams, re-*
spent ively. thms, the actual mean# ef the and fjj were nearer the 
arithmetic mean* suggesting arithmetic |ea« action with partial 
dominance for high density*
lasher of xsaes fovelved^ An estimation of the number ef genes 
by which the tee parents differed in lint density Index m «  made by 
the parent recovery method and the Oastle-Wright formula. As there 
m e  an indication of partial dominance,, the AKA 6»%~b <3-2) parent 
(lev density index) m s  used for the basis for estimating the number 
ef parent genotypes recovered, Share were no ?g plants recovered as 
lev as the mean of the ill 6**1-Jt (>-2) parent in the Kg population 
ef 399 plants* this suggests that the genotype of the AKA 6~l~b (>-2) 
parent was net recovered among the 399 fg plants and lndleatps that 
the parents probably differed by four or more pairs of genes.
Xeveverv Kg plants which approached Closely the mean of the AKA <§~1~4 
(3-*2) parent did occur* Shi* indicates that the number of pairs of 
genes was not great and probably did not exceed five*
A minimum difference of 7*5. pairs of genes was suggested by the 
















Lint Density Index Classes
Plr̂ r* 2. JrP̂ûr.c;-' diptrl'ution curvt of lint ophrlty indps for tho r.tp, P1 -p.d 7_ 

































Mlity Of €1$ ift the Self ©n& Malt {2-0} 3t AS* (>2) cross. 
5hl« represent* * relatively M#i her!tability value and ittAleat#* 
that the greater p a rt pf the variation for the character la the



























1951 tor the eros« lwrolTlng pl«int (5~U) of BBS. and (>9) of ABA. 
IbUm* for tJio parent** 3̂ and fg plant* art> given In fable 7.
Table 7. Frequency distribution of lint density index for the parents, P, and F* population in the 
________ Wl XU—312 (54i) x AKA 6-l4i (3-9) cross,___________________  ________________
Number of \>lants in lint density index desses
Population 3*9 li*3 If*? b.7 It.9 5.1L 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.9 ?.i
DPL lb-312 (5-b) 3 l» 9 5 3 3 it
i n  6-l-Jj (3-9) 1 6 11 U 1 1 1
F2 1 2 13 27 65 123 169 2Q3 159 133 77 b& 15 3 it 3 1
Table 8. Statistical values for lint density index for the parents. F, and IW in the DPL ll*-312 (5-4*} 








DPL lb-312 (5—U) 31 6»2t* •3k$k 5*53
i n  6-1-b (3-9) 25 kSk .271*5 £.01*
F2 101*2 5*3k M m 8*26

































































Lint  D e n s i t y  Index C l a s s e s
—Parents
Figure “5. ■ rV'.'SA ■}■„ ru;iro of *. r. t It" ! n i ox '.’or tj.» 
3?L lU^ir (;-J0 X AKA t-l-U .-ro?*.
•£*
4s
either. from this, it is not possible to determine the typ© of 
gone notion Involved.
&SBte ** estimation of the number of gone*
by which the toe parents differed in tint density Index m e  made by 
the parent recovery method and the Caetl©~Wright formula. 4© there 
one a slight indie&tion in the 3Fg toonrd the loo lint density index 
parent# the W$* 14-312 (5-4) parent (high lint density index) mean 
one need ps a h&eie for estimating the number of parent genotypes 
waoTerei, A hypotheeie one established to the effect that the 
number of plant# In a© loo a# the mean of the AHA, 6-1-4 (3-9) 
parent ie an estimate of the number of fjg plants which were identical 
to the ASA 6-1-4 (3-9) genotype (representing AHA, 6-1-4 parent 
recoveries). In the ef the Half and Half (2-3) x AHA 6-1-4 (3-1) 
erase# presented earlier, no plants were recovered with a lint 
density index value as ley as the mean of the AHA 6-1-4 (3-1), low 
lint density index parent. In F31 line number ? was similar to the. 
AHA 6*1-4 (3-1) parent and may have heea a parent genotype recovery. 
Therefore, the results from the mss of the parent genotype recovery 
method are only suggestive and may not he exactly correct*
Thor* were 23 Fg plants as high as or higher than the V&t* 14-312 
(5-4). parent mean In the population of 1042 plants, or a ratio of one 
in 49* Obviously, the frequency Is too low for two pairs of genes 
(a recovery of one in 16). This frequency of one In 45 suggests that 
the parents differed by three pairs of genes.
A minimum difference of 3.6 pairs of genes was estimated from 
the use of the Gastle-Wright formula, the Oasble-Wrlght formula




thsro 1© a possibility i&ai four pairs ©£ gane* w «  Xarolrsd,
































Table 9. frequency distribution and statistical valu
N u m b e r  ol'
3 for lint density Index of 50 Fi lines In the PPL lb-312 (5-4*) x AHA 6—1—1; (3-9) cross
lants in l in t  density index classes Number Coefficient
f3line 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.5 3*7 3.9 ii.i It.3 it.5 it.? It .9 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7
--- 01





DPL parent 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 5 2 1 19 6.2L a.51 .5115 11.3
AKA parent 
31
2 1 L 1 - 2 7 2 l 1 20 a .5a a.39 .5812 13.22 1 2 2 2 3 3 1 16 a. 50 3.1-5 .aaoo 12.0
119 I 3 7 5 i* 1 2a 6.88 3.9a .2963 7.5
32 1 2 r 5 5 1 3 18 a.itS 3.99 .’3630 9.1■1 c c 3 1 13 a.37 a.00 .2770 6.9
S3 1 l- 1 2 3 1 12 a.a9 a.00 ,3100 7-7
95 1 1 1 -> 3 ? 2 15 5.28 a .06 .3863 9.5
76 3 i c 1 3 l 21 a.32 a.09 .a905 9.3
3 3 1 1 3 2 2 2 17 a.33 a.15* .asso 11.6
85 1 3 2 3 1 2 12 a .52 a.is ,a6n 11.0
37 1 2 2 3 5 1 ia a.5a a.19 .aaii 10.5
91 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 11 a . 95 a.20 .6870 16.3
81 3 7 2 2 3 , 2 1 2 22 a.a6 a. 27 .aieo 9.986 3 1 1 1 3 1 10 a.56 a.30 ,d)h6 19.a
90 1 1 2 ti li 2 3 2 1 1 1 22 a . 91 a.30 .6732 15.6
9lt 2 1 1 li 1 2 it 2 1 18 5.20 a.33 .5191 12.0
99 1 2 1* 1 3 3 3 17 5.62 a.33 M 2 10.2
73 1 1 5 5 2 3 1 18 3.88 a.36 .3170 7.3
7fc 1 1 7 3 3 2 17 a.29 a.37 .3527 9.1
09 1 3 2 3 a 2 1 2 a 1 23 a. 78 a.38 .7163 16 .a
96 1 2 3 3 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 2a 5.38 a.38 .58L9 13.3
76 U 1 li 3 1 2 3 19 ' a.3a . a.51 .58ao 12.9100 1 2 5 1 1 1 2 2 1 18 5.6a a.5a .7529 16.6
93 2 3 5 li 7 1 3 1 1 27 5.1a a.59 .a27a 9.3
98 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 11 5.ae a. 67 .5865 12.5
92 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 12 5.05 a .68 .7870 16.810lt 2 a 3 2 6 3 1 1 22 5.85 a .68 .a5ia ' 9.660 a 3 2 1 1 11 a.a3 a.69 .a2i 9 9.0 -122 1 1 2 2 3 U 1 3 1 2 20 7.20 a. 72 .8185 17.3
105 1 2 5 2 5 It 1 2 2 2 26 5.9a a.7a .5509 11.6
66 1 1 2 3 1 1 9 a.5a a.77 .5011 10.5110 2 1 2 1 5 2 13 6.29 a.80 .5521 11.5
97 1 1 1 It It 2 it 5 2 2a 5.1*1 a . 86 .a 96a 10.2108 1 1 2 1 2 1 5 1 1 2 1 3 21 6.27 a. 92 .6800 13.8
101 3 2 2 1 3 2 1 2 17 5.71 a.98 .5301 10.6
120 1 It 1 1 a 1 12 6.89 5.01 .5783 n .5
75 1 1 2 3 7 3 1 1 19 a.30 5.03 0*196 8.3102 2 1 1 2 2 5 a' 2 1 20 5.7a 5.15 .1*925 9.6107 1 . 2 1 6 5 2 1 1 1 20 6.20 5.23 .aa5i 8 .511I1 1 2 it 6 3 2 a 22 6 .au 5.23 .soa7 9.6U 2 1 1 2 2 5 2 1 1 15 6.3a 5.33 .5910 n . ii n 1 1 it 1 3 5 3 1 1 1 21 6.30 5.3a .5133 9.6 ^
n 7 1 1 1 3 1 It 3 a 3 2 2 27 6.6a 5.3a .3668 6.9
106 1 2 2 3 5 3 1 1 18 6.0a 5.37 .5682 10.6
103 2 5 2 8 5 1 1 1 25 5.82 5.aa .3565 6.5109 2 2 1 3 2 2 a 2 1 19 6.2? 5.a9 ,5000 9.1
118 1 1 I. 1 ' a- 3 1 3 1 19 6.66 5.a9 .5577 10.1
n6 1 1 It 3 2 3 2 2 18 6.61 5.60 .a589 8.2
113 1 ' 1 1 2 ' 5 3 2 2 2 2 21 6 ,aa 5.67 .5069 8.9121 2 2 3 1 1 3 12 6.97 5.67 .aeos 8.5






of foot* of 4 spoliation may Haro lot to tfia aTmorsmlly' low 














lin*» tarn then. ta* »*«» of $j line* taoui* he % reliable
taAie&tlem of INi genetaP* of the 9jg plant* f r «  talch ta# lines 
lb* il««iitUoa *a# »***ttr#4 ta Mrrelatioii an* regression, 
ta# *sw*«a Iren* In ta* rssnlts ua# a small loner value In 1932 
than ta 1$51* l a w  Us# fcerltahility w t  ealealate* mi ta# relation- 
•hip «f taoff plan* I* ta# *5 it**- soan*. I* nay h* possible I* m m m  
•#*# **gge*tta« N t « m u * i  mi tal# phase,
4a* efterolattan e##ffl«i*»i between lb* V &  plant* ant ta* tj 
X t m  a m  i*i 9 . ^ y taioh is highly signifioant. this association 
latlatt«« teat Itot **a«ity ta*#* as Measure* In ta# f$ seal* h# 
off estiva f#r s*l*s&tag. plants fpea which I* pretae* fj lines with
4i* of the M M  of lb* Ij lin# ©h Ik* ff plant* was
9,1$ an* t a  #a*pr#sB#4 l» p#ro#tttag* 4d$f herit&MIita*
4 IttrlUtUU; talus of this magnitude taiie&fce* that ovar ouo-thlr* 
s# ta* variation ***** If plant* m *  tas I* *#»si*# *i#f #**#»*## ant . 
11*1 louillr lots* offer* * »#©* possibility *®tt offeotiv# esieotiam, 
tat* #stta*t* of horii&felllta 1* arnta lea* however tarn* the 46$ 
atlaliwi 1* Ij*
4 aero oanet interpretation of tale value of 4g$ for heriiaMXiiy 
ta* ta gatao* ta dotarutatag ta* *ffoofctao»oo# of seloetioii.fo*
M t a  11*1 density 1*4** astsng ta* $& If plant* tost#* In #3, ta* 
mam ff ta* hlta lint density tata* 14-312 (3*4) parent in 1931 
was 4.24 graun*. 4 total of Ij 9$ plant* with a lint tensity lnte*
*f 4*21 £*•*»* or htabor nor* tafcsn ini# *3 emt thee* represented tta 
13 fctabest *% plants of ta* 30 tests* In »j* tasse 1J highest ff
plant* produced 10 66 percent) of tto hipest 15 Wy line*,
thus* selection at tto highest 15 9g plants would bar* given 10 
superior lime*. Based an 6,24 tolas anal at a tel action criteria. 
Approximately one-third of tto superior W% plants failed to produce 
superior lj line*. these result* compare very favorably with those 
found In tto IVj of tto Half ant Half (&~3) x AHi 6-1-4 (3-1) cross.
In the above oonrparison totweon fa ant Ij, the mean of the fg 
lino* m  meet to measure their value. $to superiority of line* 
might aleo to toeet on tto eeenrreaoe of individual S3 plants which 
are as high In lint density index as thp mean of the high lint 
density index parent (BPl» 14-312 (5-4)). five lines gave two or 
mere plpat* a* high a* tto mean of tto IPt 14*312 (j-4) parent in 
1951 (6.24 grans). Ill of these lines were derived from 9g plants 
which were among tto highest 10 9g plants tested in 9jt although 
only two were among the high five 9$ plant*,
ftos, this method ef comparison dhow* a strong relationship 
between tto 9g phenotype and genotype ae determined by a progeny 
test in $3. Although some superior line* cam* from lew Wg plant* 
and m m  relatively inferior Wj lines tome from high Wg plants, tto 
remit* indicate that selection would have been effective in 2g.
tto Wy linss stowed a mean much lower than that of the Ig plants 
grown in 1$31« tto trend i* similar to tto condition found In tto 
Stt 14-31* parent, fto above Information also suggests that tto 
tori lability of lint density index in tto m  14*312 (5-4) x AKA 
6-1-4 (3*9) to***. 1* similar to that found In tto Half and Half (2-3) 
x AHA 6-1-4 {>!).
%rHr* n fflfi (vi)
A study of the inheritance of lint density index w e  alto made 
in a cross ©f Aspire (l-l) x A»A 6-1-4 (3-3)* Aspire possesses a 
lower lint density Index than found In the other parents crossed 
with ASA 6-1-4 sad discussed la the previous sections.
A total of 23 Empire (l-l) parent plants, 25 AHA 6-1-4 (>-3) 
parent plants* 23 ̂ x 340 Eg plants were grown and measured for 
lint density Index In 1931* hipt density indices for the parents* 
and Eg are given in Table 10*
The lint density for the Empire (1-1) parent showed a range 
from 3*1 to 6*1 grams with a mean of 5*62 (Tables 10 and 11). The 
ASA 6-1-4 (3-3) showed a range from 3.9 to 4*7 gram# with a mean of 
A.39 grams* Thus* the variation In the two parents was approximately 
the same* fee coefficients of variation were 4.37# for the Empire 
(l-l) and 5*71$ for the ASA 6-1-4' {3-3) parent. The lew degree of 
variation in hath parents* as shown by the coefficients of variation* 
suggests that heth parents were relatively bontosygoue for lint 
density* The genetic difference between the parents as shown hy 
their means was 1.23 grams* which is less than one-half of the genetic 
difference found between the parents in the half and half (3-2) x 
ASA 6-1-4 (3-2) cross.
Twenty-three plants were grown and classified for lint 
density index (Table lo). The variation of the fj, was less than 
that. of. either parent and ranged from $.1 to 5*5 grams with a mean 
of 5*34. The coefficient of variation for the 2^ was 2*53# which 
is slightly over 50# of that of the lowest parent (4.37#)* The
Table 10* Frequency distribution of lint density index for the parents, and Fg in the
fimpire i x*«•x) X AHA 0-KSLHMi.Humber of
cross*
plants in lint density index classesPopulation 3*7 tf.i it .5 it.7 b.9 ?•! 5.3 5.*> 5*7 T . 9 J I 8.3 8.5' 8 .7
Empire (1-1) 1 5 5 7 U 1
kSk. 6-1 - 4  (3-3) 1 5 6 9 it
F1 6 8 9
F 2  1
V It 8 25 H 7  63 61 53 3b 22 9 3 It 2 1
Table 11* Statistical values for lint density index for the parents, P* and Fg In the Empire 








Empire (1-1) 23 5.62 .21*58 It .37
AHA 6—1—U (3-3) n b.39 .2507 5.71
F1 23 s.a .231*9 2.53
F2 3bO 5.07 .1*661 9.19
5*
stum* range among plant* anA lew coefficient of variation also 
Indicate* that t»|)i parent* were relatively hojaoaygou# for lint 
lifisiif iaitx,
jfoslhftftgJU. &*• arithmetic average, of the parents was 5.00 grams 
while Om mans of the %  a»A W% wars 5.3*1 aaA 5*07 grams* respective­
ly. ^o difference between the »2 and thp arithmetic average of tli* 
parent* was sot statistically significant. the modal class was 4.5 
grass whisht was tdes the average of tlas parents (figure A). Thus, 
these re salts indicate absence of dominance for lint density index.
$4* nature of gene action, Aether 
arithmetic or geometric, la determining lint density index was. 
Investigated in the eross. the satpeetsA arithmetic moan was 5*00 and 
the aspectsA geometric mean was 4. 9& grans, Since the fg mean was 
only 0,0? gras above the expected arithmetic mesa and the difference 
was net statistically significant, me definite, eeaeluslen could he 
Arawn oosaendig the nature of the gene actio*.
Somber of smet Involved. An estimation of the number of genes 
hr which the two parents AlffereA for lint density Index. was mate by 
the parent recovery nethoA aaA the Oastle-Wyight formula. Since the 
?2 Man was 0.07 gran above the parent average* the lew lint density 
Index parent (DU 6-1-4 (>>3)) mean was meet as a basis for estimating 
the somber of parent genotypes recovered. there were 12 fg plants as 
lew as or lower than the AJU 6-1-4 (3-3 J parent mean in the popu­
lation sf 340 Yg pleatŝ  or a ratio of one in 28. this frequency is 
lower than the one In 16 expected from two pairs sf genes but higher 
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Lint D e n s i t y  Index C l a s s e s
F:  F r  - l r^c;* 5 r t  r  i ' ' u M o r .  r u r r r  i f  M r . t  ■ ’mr . ' - i ty  I r  ; rr: f o r  t h e  - n r
F ,  -r.d J L  o f  t ; . o  S -  i r -  ( l - l )  r  AHA r - l - U  ( ^ - ^ )  r r o n r .
5*
earlier, the number of Fg plante as low as the mean of the AKA 6~l-4 
parent is not am a m 0  indication of the frequency of recovery of 
that parent genotype* Oonsequently, the estimate of a recovery 
frequency of one in 38 le not very enact In the determination of the 
Aft 6-1-4 (3-3) parent genotypes recovered* Fh© actual recovery of 
the AXA 6*1-4 (3-3) parent genotype le un&oubtly one in 16 (two pair* 
of genee) or one In 64 (three pairs of genes).
A minimum difference of 1.4. pairs of genee wee estimated by the 
uee of the ftastle-tfrl̂ it formala* Since It wee found In the Half and 
half (3*3) x Aid 64*4 (3»l) ores® that the estimate by the use of 
the Gastle~Wrlght formula was not very accurate, the 1.4 pairs of 
genee le undeuhtly an underestimation. Fhe parent recovery method 
suggested that tee or more pairs of genes mere Involved* Since the 
Castle** V right formula suggested a minimum of 1.4 pairs of genes and 
the parent recovery method suggested tee or mere pairs of genes sere 
Involved, it is concluded that the parents probably differed hr tvs 
or three pairs of genes* Masem (20) reported lint density index 
appeared to he controlled by one pair of genes plus modifiers In a 
cross of Y}.lde-7 * half and Salf-1 which had a 0.9 gram parent mean 
difference*
She possibility that transgreselve segregation may have occurred 
in this cress was evident from the segregation of Fg plants Into 
glasses higher than the highest parent plant and lever than the 
lowest parent plant (fable 10). fhs total number of such Fg 
plants in the cross was eight*
g^ri lability. Lint density index was found in Fa to have a







nofs v»v* teolgnateA &i “ShsplTm (l-2) oat AX4 6*1-̂  (>*&)
A total of &5 Septra parent plant#, 2D AHA 6-W* parent plant*s
1
i
Table 12 * Frequency distribution of lint density index for the parents, and Fg> 
populations in the Empire (1-2) x AK1 6~l4i (340 cross.
Numberofplants in lint density Index classes 
Population 3.7 3.9 lt.1 lt.3 h.5 tt.7 It.9 5.1 j.i 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.j 6.7
Bapire (1-2) k 7 8 13 9 3 1
m. 6-1-4 (34) k 3 3 6 It
F1 1 9 8 k 2 2 1
F2 2 1 3  9 17 38 H5 65 78 56 14 32 13 11 3 1
Table 13. Statistical values for lint density index for the parents, F* and F? in the Inpire 








Eapire (1-2) k5 6.00 .2376 3.96
Alft 6-14 (34) 20 h.lh .257i» 6.6$
F1 27 5.55 .2902 5.23
h lil8 5.16 4726 9.16
Twenty-seven plants war© grown and classified for lint 
density index (Table 13)* The variation in the 3?x was no greater 
than that of the hipest parent (Empire (l~2> >. the %  **»g«d from 
5.1 to <.3 grans with a mean, of 5.55* The coefficient of Variation 
for the pas found to he 5*23^ which Is intermediate between the 
two parents.
The results Indloato that "both parents were relatively 
homosygous for lint density index*
flaBifumfis. the mean of the 418 Fg. plants was 5.16 and the 
arithmetic average, of the parents was 5*07 grams, the. mean of the 
27 plants was 5*55 grams, the difference between 5*07 and 5.Id 
grass for the means for lint density index was not significant. Since 
the means of both and ffg generations were higher than the average 
of the permits* it appears that partial, bat not complete dominance 
for high lint density index occurred in this cross* The model class 
is shown to he 5*3 which is above the parent average hut below the 
*2 mean (fable 12 and figure 5)*
Hature of eene action, the typo of gene action, whether 
arithmetic or geometric, was determined in the cross* The expected 
arithmetic mean was 5.07 end the expected geometric mean was 4>*98 
grams. The actual *x *2 Bean* were 5*55 **&& 5*16 grams, re-* 
spectively. The end f2 means were nearer the arithmetic mean
then the geometric mean, indicating that the gene action was probably 
arithmetic*
Humber of gssy».ŝ iffi£0.Xvs4*. An estimation of the number of genes 




the p a m t  recovery method and the Oaa tie-Wright formula. It m e  
fbwad la the fj of the Self and half (2-3) % A&& 6~1~4 (>l) cross 
that the parent recover? method gave only an estimate and not an 
exact determination ef the amber of genee involved* As there was 
an indication of partial dominance of the 3fg toward the high lint 
deceit? laden parent* the ill 6-1—4 (>4) parent (low lint denelty 
laden) aean wae need ae a basis for estimating the number of parent 
genotypes recovered* there were elx I2 plant e ae lev ae or lover 
than the neon of the MMk 6-1-4 (>4) parent in the population of 
tlfi Wg plants* or a ratio of one in 70. $hie entente that the 
permute prehahly differed by three pair of genee*
the minima difference of 2*7 pair* pt genee vae eetimated 
from the nee of the Oastle-Wvight formula* It has been pointed out 
in the diaeaeslon of previous crosses that the use of the Castle* 
Wright formula gives only an estimation of the number of genes 
involved.. fhe number may be either below or above the 2*7 pairs 
estimated* from the use of the formula the number of genes was 
suggested to be two* three and with a possibility of even four pairs* 
the parent recovery method suggested that the parents differed 
by possibly three pairs of genes and the Oastle-Wrlght formula 
suggested that two, three and even four pairs may have been involved. 
Zn the previous Bmpire x ASA 6-1*4 cross* involving the same two 
parent varieties* a mean difference in the parents of 1.23 grams 
appeared to be governed by two or three major pairs of gene©. Bach 
pair of genes contributed approximately 0.4 to 0.6 gram. In this 
cross, the parents differed by 1*86 grams in lint density index and
62
appeared to fee governed fey tv© or three major pairs of genee* the 
differences between the parents of the two crosses* feoth involving 
Hspire at AKA were of sufficient magnitude to indicate that
a difference In the number of pairs of genee was Involved, fhe mean 
difference between the parepte In the two crosses wee l.£3 and 1.86 
patitt respectively. fhe 0.63 gram difference between 1*23 and 1.86 
parent mean differences in the cresses suggest,that a difference of 
one pair of genes was present. $hie amount, 0*63 gram difference* 
was found to fee the approximate contribution of, one pair of genes In 
the Saif and Saif {a*j) X AHA 6~X«*4 (>l) cross* If the 1.23 grams 
parent difference is assumed to fee governed fey two pairs of genes 
and the 1*36 grans parent difference governed fey three pairs of genes* 
the average contribution per pair of genee is 0.6 gram as found In 
the Half and Half (3-3> * *** 6-1*4 (>l) cress.
Share appeared to fee an indication of comparable results in the 
five crosses studied as shown fey the following*
Mean difference Probable number Average centrifeution
of parents  Hgiuaakt.ffiff.
2* <40 grams ** 0*6 gram.
2*39 grams fe or 5 0,7 or 0.6 gram
1*70 grams 3 0*6 gram.
1*23 grams 2 or 3 0*fe or, 0.6 gram
1.86 grams 2, 3 sr fe 0*5* 0.6 or 0.9 gram
In all eases of the five erosses there was a combination available
which, would give an average contribution of 0.6 gram per pa£r of
genes. If it is true that each pair of genes contributed 0.6 gram
to lint density index* la the first cross a parent mean difference
of 2.b0 grams m s  governed by four. pair* of gone#} In the second 
Gross* with a moan difference of 2.8$ grams* five pair© of gene© 
were involved; in the third ernes with a mean difference of 1.70 
gram©, 3 pairs of genes were involved; in the fourth Gross with a 
mean difference of 1.23 grams* two pairs of genes per© involved; 
and in the fifth cross, with a mean difference of 1.86* three pairs 
of genet were involved, The exception seems to be that parent mean 
differences of 1.70 end 1.86 both were governed by three pairs of 
genes. This may be accounted for by the presence of modifiers for 
lint density Index in one or both parents.
Xerltability, hint density index was found to have a hertt- 
ability of 70$ in the F2 of the Empire (1-2) x AS! 6~l-h (3-b) cross. 
This le a high heritability value and indicates that the greater 
part of the variation in lint density in the cross in the Fg p©pm- 
latioa was genetlo. This heritability v»lwe is very, similar to 
the ?2$* 61$, 66$ and 72$ found in the other crosses. The average 
heritability for the F2 In the five cresses was 68$. The herit­
ability values for the F^ were 35$ and b3$# with an average of 39$ f 
based on regression of Fj on F2.
Se ed Index
Seed Index is the weight of 100 seed expressed In grams. 
Inheritance of seed index was studied in four of the five crosses 
discussed previously for lint density index. Each cross will be 
reported separately. The seme F2 plants and Fj lines used. In the 
lint density index study were used in the seed index study. As
m
indicated earlier, loo seed from e&oh plant m e  counted and weighed, 
this being the eeed Index* Procedures outlined in the
section on Materials and Methods were followed end It is not 
considered necessary to repeat thm  in detail,
Hal£..imd. Half (a-3) x AHA
Per the ores* involving plant (&*3) ef Half and Half with 
pleat (3-1) of AHA 6-1-4, a total of 31 Half and Half parent plants,
36 M i  6-1-4 C>-1) parent plants, 12 plant sv end 402 Hg plants 
were crown and measured for seed index in 1$J£U Heed index Indies* 
of the parents, and plants are g i m  in fable 14.
The Half and Half (2-3) parent ranged from 9*5 to 12,& crams 
in mod Index with a mean of 10,5 crams which represent* 2,7 «r*»« 
v&ylatlen in the parent, The All 6-1-4 (>*l) parent ranged from 
11,6 to 14.9 with a mean of 13,0 grams, which represents 3,3 grams 
variation in the parent, The coefficient of variation for the Half 
and Half (>*2) parent was 6,73$. compared to 5*35$ for the A M  6-1-4 
(3-1) parent (Tables 14 and 15)* The low degree of variation in 
both parents, as shown by the coefficients of variations, suggested 
that both were relatively homosygou* for seed index. Assuming the 
parents were hemosygeus, environment contributed up to 3*3 grams in 
seed index which was not high compared to lint density index. The 
parent mean difference of 2,5 drams in seed index was the genetic 
difference studied in the cross,
The Hjl population showed a rang* from 11,3 to 14,9 grams with a 
mean of 12*7 grams, The hi^h degree of variation in the F̂ L, as shown
Table lit* Frequency distribution of seed Index for the parents, %  and F* in the Half and Half (2-3) 
x AHA 6-1-h. (3-1) cross*
Number ofplantsinseed Index classes
\ O O v « ^ V \ « O H ^ * f ^ O l ^ v O  O v C M l A O O H ^ r ^ O t n v O C K C M
-  _ C O C O O ' ^ O v q O O r i H H H ~ ~ J j 2 2 2 d ' 3 d ^ ^Population__________________* _ H . H H -1 ^ H .. r . "  _* M  *  *  3  * *  H
Half and
Half (2-3) 3 5 k  6 2 2 3 1 2 1
AiJA 6-1-1,
(3-1) 1 1 2 8 7 8 2 3 3  1
Fj 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1  2
F2 1 3 2 3 k 18 2k 32 kO 39 39 kO 38 28 3 3 17 16 8 30 k 1 1 1
Table 1$. Statistical values for seed index for tha parents, F. and P2 in the Half and Half (2-3) 
x AHA 6—1-k (3—1) cross.
Humber of Standard Coefficient of
 Population plants___________Seaa deviation variation
Half aid Half (2-3) 31 10.5 .7071 6.73
ABfc 6-1-k (3-1) 36 13.0 .6952 5-35
p 12 12.7 1.0162 8.00
1





to e  dletribsadiafi eOaeeee* probably m s &m  to  mwl$mmm&* h$%rl& 
*£$»* oa? m m  degree of hetor©3y®o»tiy to too toe coaf-
^  of too %  8*0$ impeved to 5.33$ mu* 6.73$
for the tee ptmls* The population i&m&d “bo no m&m iraria’blo 
than U w  parents enlee* one or parent* heteresyigou*, $»#
Fj. ^lssl e e e a m d  fear eped index e&aeea# above the majority of the 
plant* la the population, One plant falling ea for ssi*?ay twtm the 
roaisdtf of the population could he aavlreisseiii or chance* toe 
pleat located, f e w  need index elasse* above the najority of the 
plants* vvae ?»2 g m m  above the m©?»n* ̂ Compared to tho lot-met w 
pleat la the distribution falling only 1.4 gimiae below the mmn* 
toe 402 Fj pleate dernl a complete rasit between the two 
parent* pine six plant* lover than the leweet pleat of the Half &ad 
Half (3-3) parent and. tee pla&i* higher $hsa» the higheet plant «!&** 
of the aH& 6-1-4 (>•!) parent (table 14}* tot distribution pf seed 
lades elaaeee le typical of that of a gwmtltativ© eharecter* to* 
a&peeraifced of pleats above aad below both parent* indicate* that 
tranagreeeiv* segregation nay hare o mrred la the cross*
Presence or abstace of denlaanoe* %ghleh has been 
sailed he ter?ale by ease la connection v£th seed ©isee, was determined 
In the era**, toe aeea of the ̂  was 12*7 imd the maan of the Fg 
11,8 gras* sdtile the arithmetic average of the parent* was 11,75 
Crane* to* veeelte ladleated partial dominance for large ooed 
index (hy^id vlgpr) bet the Fg date did not eium any decree of 
partial dmdngM*, to* modal elaea** of the fretgneney distribution 
la ?2 «ere 11.0 and 11*9 4srane, both with 40 pleat e each, Vheee
4?
were located cm each cldc of the parental average (Table 14 and 
Figure $)* Consequently, no valid conclusion could he reached as 
to the presence of dominance in the Fg cross.
Mature of xsae action. The nature of gene action, whether 
arithmetic or geometric was determined, The expected arithmetic 
mean was 11.7 end the. expected geometric mesa ms. 11*6 grams. The 
actual 3% mesa mas 12*7 and that of the Fg mas 11*8 grams. There was 
essentially no difference between the arithmetic and geometric moans 
for eeed index and it was net possible to determine the nature of the 
gene action.
Huaher of rencn. tog?Jtei^ da estimation of the number of genes 
by which the two parents differed in the cross for seed index was 
made by the parent recovery method and the 0&stle«-Wright formula.
The ?g msfCi was almost identical with the parent average, differing 
by only 0.85 Jpfem, end either parent mean could be used, as a basis 
for estimating the number of parent genotypes recovered. There were 
55 plants recovered as low as the mean of the low seed index parent 
and 56 plants recovered as hi^h as the mean of the high seed index 
parent, or a ratio of one in 7.3 and one in 6.9, respectively. These 
results suggest that the parents differed by at least one major pair 
of genes with the possibility of two*
A mlnlrnm difference of 0.28 pair of genes was estimated from 
the use of the 6&stle»Wright formula. This value of 0.28 also , 
suggests that the parents differed by one or two pairs of genes. In 
an *2 population consisting of 800 Fy plants from a cross of Half end 
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the parent* teemed te be due to one major pair of gene* plus 
modifier** Xt appear* probable in the present study that the 
parental t differ ©no© of 2*5 great wa* sle* governed by one major pair 
of genes.
A progeny te*t of $k T% plant* from the Half and Half (2-3) at 
AHA 6-1-h (>l) ere** was grown in *3 during 1952* fwe of these 
line* had too few plant* for reliable conclusions and were not need* 
Among, the 52 line* need* the number of plant® per line Varied from lh 
to 2?* distribution of the plant* within each 7j line and the parent* 
i* presented in fable 16* fable 16 alee give* the number of plant*t 
mean* standard deviation and coefficient of variation for each line 
and seed index value of 7g plant* from which eaeh line was derived, 
fhese H3 line* are the same line* grown and el&eelfled for lint 
density index and reported earlier, fhe line with the lowest mean 
(line Hunber 13) i* listed first In fable 16. and Ah© other 51 line* 
are given in increasing order of their moan*.
fhe parents gave similar but not identical result* In 1951 and 
1952* but were somewhat higher in 1952. fhe Half and Half (2-3) 
parent was the low parent in both years for seed Index* fhe mean of 
the Half end Half (2-3) was 10*5 grams in 1951 and, 11.1 grams in 1952* 
although there were only ei^ht parent plants grown in 1952 (fable 16). 
fhe mean of the AHA 6»l~h (3-1) parent was 13.0 grams In 1951 and 
13*9 grams in 1952*. Beth parents gave higher means in 1952 than In 
1951 for seed index.
fhe only method of identifying genotypes in the ** which are 
identical with one or both parent* for quantitative characters v as
Table 16. Frequency distribution and statistical values for seed index of 5? F̂) lines in the Half a nd
Number ol' p l a n t s  In 3ffd Index r l a s a e u
'3l i r e
H a l f  nnd Half Lsrent 











































U\ ti rH _( f- u n 'J.J
o On O .-7 (i «i H r1H r + . I H H fH
l l l  l 1 1
2 l l 9 1 1 1 2
1 1 1* 3 3 2
2 3 5 5 3 1 1
2 1* 3 7 6 2
1 l 1 3 1 1* 2
3 l 1 5 2 2 L
3 1 ? 5 2 3 1
1 1 3 6 2 1
3 2 2 5
1 1 2 3 1 1* 2
1 2 1 2 2 1* 5 2
1 1 3 2 1
1 3 2 1 3 2 2 3
3 1 3 2 1 1 3
1 1 1* 3 1 3
1 2 1 6 2 1
1 l 1 1 2 1
1 1 1* 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 3 1 1 1 2 5
2 2 1 1* 2
1 3 1 5
1 ’ 3 7
1 1 2 1
1 2 5
2 1 2 2
1 1 2 6
1 3 3 3
1 1 1 3
3 2 1
1 1 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 3 3
1 1 2 2 1
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* 1  s J l
~ 0 io.5 li. l* .7991 7.2
1 1* 2 1* i* i l 22 13.0 13.9 .7172 5.2
1 20 10.6 10.7 1.51*30 15.1
18 3.5 10.3 1.0960 10.6
25 8.9 10.3 .9061 9.6
26 9.2 10.1* .7192 6.9
17 10.5 10.5 1.0290 9.8
21 9.1* 10.8 .6127 5.7
23 11.3 10.9 .3910 9.2
17 11,6 11.0 .7390 6.7
2 2h 11.1 11.1 1.1* 1*1*0 13.0
22 11.0 11.1 1.1*320 11.9
22 11.8 11.2 .21*30 2 .2
1 i 15 11.1 11.3 1.5700 13.9
1 25 10.1* 11.1* 1.1330 9.9
25 11.1 11.1* 1.2620 11.1
19 9.6 11.5 .9320 9.1
21 11.7 11.6 1.1620 10.0
1 1 1 16 1 1.1* 11.6 1.71*30 15.0
1 1 21 10.2 11.7 1 .1*660 12.5
12 10.3 11.8 1,1530 9.8
22 1 1.1* 11.8 .9628 8.1
1 1 15 11.9 11.9 1.1630 9.3
1 1 21 11.5 12.1 .9759 8.1
1 20 10.9 12.2 .6501* 5.3
1 2 19 12.3 12.3 1.5280 12.0
2 18 11.7 12.3 I.0790 8 .8
1 1 1 18 11.6 12.3 1.1*990 12.2
2 5 l 26 12.5 12.3 I.878O 15.3
3 20 11.7 12.3 1.0270 8.3
1 2 1 2 28 10.9 12.1* 1.1*870 12.0
1 1 17 10.2 12.5 .51*51* li.lt
1 1 1 1 23 11.0 12.5 1.2010 9.6
1 2 1 27 10,2 12.5 1.1130 9.1
1 1 i 22 12.0 12.6 1.2620 10.0
1 1 1 21 12.0 12.6 1.0210 8.1
2 2 23 10.I* 12.6 .6810 5.1*
3 2 1 1 1 20 12.5 12.6 1.021*0 8.8
1 2 5 1 1 23 11.3 12.7 1.61*20 1 2 .9
2 1 1 1* 21* 12.3 12.7 1.3800 10.9
2 1 l 1 1 19 13.1* 12.9 1.291*0 10.0
1 1 1 11* 13.0 12.9 1.3180 10.2
3 3 l 1 1 1 23 11.6 13.0 .5330 5.0
3 1 2 1 i 17 11* .0 13.2 1.0590 8 .0
2 1 2 1 3 1 20 12.8 13.3 1.301*0 9.8
1* 1 1 l l 19 12.8 13.5 .9955 7.1*3 1* 1 2 l 23 11.5 13.5 1.1320 8.1*
1 1 1 li l 17 12.8 13.6 1.31*80 9.9
2 2 h 1 1 i 1 1 20 11.5 13.7 1.2120 8 ,8
2 3 3 1 1 1 l 16 11* .3 13.8 1.01*20 7 .5
1 3 3 3 l 17 15.2 13.8 1.2110 0.8
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 17 12.7 13.9 1.0160 7,3
2 3 2 5 1 2 21 12.6 13.9 .7130 5.1
2 3 2 1 3 2 1 l 17 13.3 11* .1 .0703 6 .2
n
***& index is to grow an fj progeny fro® each *g plant and compare 
with the parents, using mean, ran^* and coefficient of variation 
for the comparison.
lines 8, 15, 19, 31, 3$ and 56 appeared definitely to be Half 
and Half (2-3) parent genotype recoveries baeed on their means, 
m i « i »  a»d coefficients of variation*. X* addition, lines 1, 13,
34, to and 53 bad mane ae lew a* Half and Half but differed slightly 
in their range* from thie parent* These also probably represented 
reeovarlee of the Saif and Half parent genotype. Thus, there 
appeared probably to be 11 H3 line* which were Saif and Half parent 
genotype recoveries.
bines 20, 23 and 2? appeared to be AH! 6-1-4 (>*l) parent 
genotype recoveries and llnee 25 and 5** were possible recoveries 
in the $2 I5 liaee.
A probable recovery of 11 Half and Half parent genotypes end 
five AHA 6-1-4 parent genotypes was made in the 1*3. fhe difference 
in the somber of parent genotypes recovered may be due to the fact 
that all of the Hg plants were net tested in Hj. Obviously, all. of 
the If plants representing parent genotypes were not grows in lj# 
There were 55 Hg plants as lew as the mean of the Half and Half (2-3) 
parent and of these only 12 were tested In There were 58 ?2
plants as high as the mean of the AHA 6-1-4 parent and only six were 
tested In I^(
It is probable that met mere than 2$fl of the 7*g plants of the 
Half end Half (2-3) parent genotype were tested in J^» This 
indicates that 45 or mere ffg plants were of the Half and Half parent
genetype, the same method of reasoning it appears probable that
there wore of move l»a plant* identical with the AHA 6- 1-4 (2-3) 
parent ftiot^A, fhls fr̂ ttfinpsr is too high to penult aegrotat Ion 
of w i t  than one pair of genes,
fvelve of the ja S3 lines same from ?g plants that were as low 
»» tho moatt of the Saif and Saif (&»3> parent (10.5 &rmas). 4s 
pointed out in the previaus paragraph, it is prohahle that 11 of 
the 52 *3 lines, represented recoveries of the Self and Half (2*3) 
parent genotype, thus, the amber of %  plants as low as the mm m  
of Saif and Saif appeared to he a reliable Indication of the m saber 
of Saif and Saif genotypes in the population, an asswinption which 
was made in interpretation of the data. Sin S*g plants as high as 
or higher than the mean of the AHA 6~l~k <3-1) parent were grown 
in Also as indicated earlier there appeared to he a probable
recovery, of five S3 lines identical with the AH4 6-1-& (3-1) parent 
genotype. Bare, too, the nnnher of #2 plants as high as the mean of 
the AHA 6-1-A parent appeared to he a relatively reliable, indication 
of the tttaber of fy plants like the AHA 6-1-k in genotype. Conse­
quently, the contusion that approximately 55 end 5® ^  plants of 
the Half and Half <3-3) and AHA 6-1-& (>*1) parent genotypes, 
respectively, wore recovered in the original fg population of *K)2 fg 
pleats is probably reasonably reliable, fhls provides rather strong 
evidence that only one major pair of genes was involved.
Of the 11 H3 lines that appeared to be Half and Half (3 -3 ) 
parent genotypes five earn from W% plants with actual values as low 
as the mean of the Half and Half (2*3) parent and the other else came
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ffcem f3| plants with value* above the naan of the Half end Half (2-3) 
parent* Thus, It sheaved that the number of &g plants as lev as 
the mean of the Half and Half (2-3) parent was a reliable estimate 
of the umber of plants ef that genotype recovered in Hg but m s  
net a reliable Indication that these particular Hg plants were of 
the Half end Half (&»3) parent genotype,
$f the f ive lines that appeared to be AHA &»l«*h (3*1) parent 
genotypes three ease from plants with values as high as the mean 
of the AKA parent and the other tso same from l2 plants with
mines below the mean of the AHA parent# Also# it appeared
that the amber of Kg plants as high as the mean of the AHA 
parent was a reliable estimate ef the number of plants of that 
genotype recovered in Hg bat was not a reliable indication that these 
particular Hg plants were of the AHA &*l'*b (3**l) parent genotypes* 
fhe use ef the AHA 6-1-**̂  (>»l) parent mean as a basis for identifying 
the parent genotype recoveries seemed to be slightly more reliable 
than the mean ef the Half and Half (&*3) parent in selecting 36Pg 
plants representing their representative genotypes*
There were several lines which had a mean similar be or only 
elighSly above that of the Half and Half $2-3) parent which were 
not included as recoveries of this parent* Obviously, these did not 
differ from the Half and Half (3-3) parent by a major pair of genes* 
The best explanation for this condition is that they were Half end 
Half (2*3) parent genotypes for the major locus but were influenced 
by minor or modifying genes from the AHA (3-1) parent* This
suggests that the frequency of recovery of Half and Knif (2*3) ft*
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la *3 would hay# been far obtaining the desired seed ladea lines la 
Hj. Of the 10 highest Hg pleats in seed Index* seven gave S3 lines 
oxen* the top 10 lines* Of the 10 lowest %  plant* In seed index* 
f e w  gave Hj lines among the lowest 10 lines. Of the 10 Hg plants 
producing the 10 lowest Hj lines* none earn© from Hg plants which 
were as high as the average of the parents in 1951* 11*75 grams. 
Severer* two of the plants wfcieh^produced the high 10 £3 linos
wore helow the parent average of 11*75 grams in 1951 for seed index. 
Of the 10 lowest seed index plants which produced B3 lines* only 
two produced lines with a mean as high as the parent average in 1952* 
12*5 grams* and none exseeded it* Of the 10 highest seed index 
plants vhich produced V3 lines* none produced linos with a mean.helow 
or closely approaching the parent average of 12*5 grams In 1952*
Xn the above comparison "between ?• and H3* the mean of the 
lines was used to measure their value. fhe superiority of H3 lines 
sight also he b^sed on the occurrence of individual H3 plants above 
or helow the parent means. There were 13 plants in the £3 lines 
Which were above the highest AHA. 6-1— 4̂- (2—3} parent plant and 70 
plants which were below the lowest Half end Half (2-3) parent plant, 
fhe 13 highest plants occurred in 11 lines and the 70 lowest plants 
occurred In 29 lines. Seventeen of the 29 lines possessed two or 
more plants ea<&. fhe 13 highest plants occurred in lines derived 
from the highest 13 Hg plants* all of which were above the 1951 
parent average, fhe 70 lowest plants occurred In 12 lines derived 
from Hg plaats which were below and 1? Hg plants which were above 
the 1951 Half and Half (2-3) parent mean. Twenty-eight of the 29
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lines earn from plants below the I93I parent average*
Seth methods of comparison show a strong relationship between 
phenotypes of fg plants and their genotypes as determined by a 
progeny test in fj. fhe agreement between 7^ and 7j is close enough 
to permit highly effective selection In V *
fhe inheritance of seed index was sufficiently simple and 
selection was so effective that seed, index should he relatively 
easy to handle in a breeding program* A major question exists as to 
the desired seed else for maximum yield* Many of the hjlgfe yielding 
current commercial varieties have relatively small seed* tfetil the 
desired seed else is known, it will not he possible to decide the 
type of selection which should he practiced*
SffilUMBMMrtra SBgESgfotiga* As shown in %  a large number of 
plants occurred which were below the lowest plant in the Half and 
half (3*3) parent end two 7g plonts were above the highest plant in 
the AHA 6-1-4 parent in seed Index* fhese results suggest that 
transgressive segregation may have occurred in the cross* Among the 
52 lines grown in 7^# lines 8, 15 and 19 were derived from 7g plants 
below the lowest Half and Half parent plant in 1951 • All three of. 
the lines had means below that of the Half and S*Xf parent in 1952. 
Howevert lines 8 and 15 had very low means due to several very low 
plants in the lines* Both of these lines had a few plants (one or 
more) approximately as high as the highest plant In the Half and 
Half (2*3) parent in 1952* There ip a doubt Aether these two lines 
represent transgressive segregation* line 19 had a mean which was 
0*7 gram below the mean of the Half and Half parent and the hipest
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plant in the line was three eeed Index dashes below the highest 
Half and Half parent plant (S?able 16). It appear# probable that 
line 19 ie an example of trsnsgressive segregation for small seed 
else.
One of the two Ig plant# which were above the highest 1%  6-14 
parent plant in 1JJ1 was grown in *3 in 1953. However, this 3*$ 
plant produced an Vy line, number 2Jf which wee no higher than the 
mean of the AHA 6-14 parent in 1953. therefore# this 3g plant did 
not represent trenggree?ive segregation, in fact* none of the Wy 
lines appeared to show transgressive segregation for large seed 
else ($at&e 16).
WSk JfeJU,, »(3s3).
Thirteen© HPh lb—312 (54) parent plants, 25 6-14 {3-9)
parent plants and 1.0A2 #-» plants from the cross were grown end 
measured for seed index in 1951. fhis is the same cross reported 
under,2®fc lb-312 (5-4) x ASA 6-1*4 {3-9) in the lint density index 
study. A frequency distribution of the parents* 8̂  and S*g plants 
for seed laden Is presented In fable 1?.
fhe SP& lh-312 (54) parent ranged from 10.1 to 12.2 graBS In 
seed index with a mean of 11.1 grams* which represents 2.1 grams 
variation In the parent, fhe AHA 6-14 (>9) parent ranged from. 
11.3 to 13.1 grams with a mean of 12.2 grams, which represents 1.8 
grams variation in seed index in the parent. $he coefficient of 
variation far the W L  lb-312 (54) parent was **.19# compered to 
3.85# for the AHA 6-14 (3*9) parent (fables 17 and 18). #he low
Table 1?. Frequency distribution of Mod indox classes for the pa rente, Fi and F« in the DFL
_________ lb-312 (5-h) x AHA. 6-1-b (3-9) orose.  ______________
.. . ' Number of plants in aeed Index classesy - w  rtt ■ e- e-' -ro -or- (R -W-XK V  A J - g - g ' ^  ^  '"ST «"
DPL llr-312 (5-b) 2 2 6 7 6 6 1 1
AHA 6-1-1* (3-9) 1 1* 3 8 I* 2 3
F 5 2 k 19 b5 55 59 90 103 110 130 109 91 80 60 31 26 9 11 2
Table 18. Statistical values for seed index for the parents, P. and Fg in the DPI llt-312 (5-1*) 








DPL lb-312 (5-b) 31 11.1 •h&?k I*.19
ABA 6-1-1* (3-9) 12.2 M 9 8 3.85





degree of variation in both parents, as shorn by their coefficients 
of variations* suggest that both were relatively homosygous for seed 
index* Fhe variation in the two parents In the cress is much less 
than that ef the Half and Half (2**3) x AHA 6-l*& (>&} cross. The 
*e&n difference between the parents was 1*1 gram* in seed index. Ho 
plants were crown.
fhe 1.0&2 Fg plants showed a Complete ranee between the two 
parents plus 1*J0 plants above the highest plant in the high seed 
index parent (AHA. 6-*l~4 (3~9) ) end 11 plants helow the lowest plant 
in the lew seed Index parent (Wt> 1^312 (5**̂ )). fhe appearance 
of plants above and helow both parents Indicates that transgressive 
segregation nay have occurred in the cross* This type of a distri- 
hut ion is also typical of a cross involving two parents with very 
similar seed else in tJpland cotton.
SmiIimis^. fhe presence or absence of dominance was determined 
in the cross* fhe arithmetic, average, of the parents was 11.6 grams 
and tbs mean of the Fg was 12*1 grams, fhe difference between the 
Fg mean and. the arithmetic average of the two parents was not 
significant, fhe modal class of 12.2 grams and the Fg mean ef 12.1 
grams were above the parent average of 11*6 grams although the 
differences were not significant. Partial dominance for high teed 
Index (fable 1? and Figure 7) may have occurred in the cross.
Katune of sane action.. She type of gene action, whether 
arithmetic or geometric was determined in the cross. She expected 
arithmetic,mean was 11*6 grams and the. expected geometric mean was 
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*• defcermlaei& the gene action was arithmetic ©r geometric*
estimation of the number of gene*
!̂ r which the t w  parents differed for toed Index was. made by the 
parent reaewesy method end the eaetle-Wrighi fonaula, As the 
average of the l| v&« above the average of the parents* the fflfe Xh**
312 <JM*> f W « t  Clew seed index) mean was used as a basis for 
estimating the number of parent genotype* recovered* there were 189 
plants s« lew as the EPS* 1&-312 (5*4) parent mean in the population 
ef X*Oh2 fg plants* or a ratio of one In £.0. these results suggest 
that the parent difference of 1,1 grams was governed by. ©a* or more 
padre ef genes* A recovery of one parent genotype In 7*3 plants 
was fewad in fg ef the half and Half (&*3).m AHA &»Wfr (>l) cross* 
which had a parent difference of 2*5 grams* fhe fj progeny test Of 
the arose indicated that the fg results were fairly accurate. $M* 
comparison suggest* the presenee of modifiers in one or both parents 
in the cross. A minimum difference of 0.2 pair of genes was estimated 
from the use ef the 0§t*tle*tfright formula in the BP3*. XA-312 (5*4) x 
AHA 6-1-A (3-9) erase, fhle method also indicated 0*28 pair of genes 
la the Saif and Half (3*3) cross which also involved ABA 6-1-b. the #3 
ef the Self sad Half <3-*3> x ASA 0-W* (3-1) cross suggested that one 
major pair ef gomes end modifier* were, involved in determining a mean 
dlffersnee ef 2*5 grams la the parents. If the mean difference ef 
the parents in the W %  1U-312 <5~A) x ASA &*X-A (>9> ores* is else 
due to. one major pair ef genes* an explanation of the difference is 
needed* fhe fast that parent mean differences of 2*5 ««d 1.1 grams 
appeared to he sent rolled by one major pair ef genes In both crosses
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may be duo either to unequal contribution for the pair of genes 
Involved In each erees or a difference la the influence of modifiers, 
A progeny %«st of 50 *a plants from the D S  U -312 x AHA 6*1-4 
(>9> cross was grown in I) during 1952 la order to gain additional 
information concerning the inheritance of seed index. Among the 
1*3 lines, the number of plants varied from 9 to 27* distribution 
of the plants within each line and the parents is presented la 
fable If* fable 19 also gives the masher of plants, mean, standard 
deviation and coefficient of variation for each line and seed Index 
of the *2 pleats from which each line mas derived, fhese 2*3 lines 
are the same lines grown and classified for lint density* index and 
reported earlier, fhe AHA 6-1-4 (3-9) gave almost Identical me*ms 
for the two years, 1951 end 1952 but a great difference in variation 
sad range, fhe SPXi 14-312 (5-*4) parent gave a seed index mean of 
11*1 grams in 1951 and 7 3  grams in 1952. l̂ hatever affected the 
parents, especially the $FX» 14—312 (5"**4), for lint density index 
produced a similar effect on the seed index, A proposed explanation 
for those variations was given under the discussion of lint density 
Index,
fhe fg of the M U  14-312 (5-*4) x AHA 6-1*4 (3*9). cross showed 
the parents to he relatively homosygous in seed index, Whatever 
factor caused the M L  14—312 parent to drop fro® 11,1 grams In 1951 
to 7*8 grams in 1952 else affected the Tj lines, fhus, is not 
possible to identify parent genotypes among the ¥3 lines,
Berltability^ Seed index was found to have a heritahillty of 
78# in the fg of the cross, fhis is a very hi^h heritahillty and
Table 19. Frequency distribution and statistical
line
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f 50 Fa lines in the DPI lt-312 (5-li) X AHA 6-1-li (3-9) cross.
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1 1 19 11.1 7.8 lJ i5lo 17.*
2- 3 1 3 3 li 1 1 l  l 20 12.2 12.3 1.5130 • 12.3
1 2 1 17 10.7 9.1 1 ,1180' 9.1
2 1 2 1 1 1 2li U .3 9.2 1.36!i0 lb .8
2 1 2 2 l 2 10 I t  .2 9.2 1.5150 16.5
2 3 2 1 1 1 22 11.0 9.li 1 .3ti20 lt.3
1 5 i 1 1 .20 10.2 9.6 1.3250 13.9
1 3 l 1 li 27 11.9 9.6 1.3380 13.9
1 1 1 ] 1 1 i 16 12.3 9.6 2.2910 22 Ji
1 1 3 2 1 1 17 9.!i 9.6 1.6100 9.6
2 1 2 l 9 9.2 9.7 1 1.2320 12.7
3 1 l 2 1 19 9.1 9tL 1.1920 9.7
2 3 3 2 2 2 1 26 11.9 9.3 1.1920 12.2
1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 19 11.5 . 9.8 1.1890 9.8
2 1 1 2 2 3 20' 13.1 10.9 I . 97I1O 19.7
1 2 2 1 1 17 11.0 10.0 I.O 77O 10.7
1 2 1 1 11 11.7 10.0 .9235 9.2
3 2 1 2 1 1 1 18 10.6 10.2 1.31x30 13.2
1 2 1 1 l 2 2 12 12.5 lO.li 1.5720 15.1
3 2 1 li 1 1 21 10.9 10. li 1.2150 10 Ji
1 i 1 2 11 11.7 10.5 1.31x30 17.5
1 2 1 3 i 2 1 3 1 1 1 2li 12.1 10.6 1.3990 13.2
2 3 l 2 2 2 1 18 11 .li 10.6 .3968 8.5
1 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 2 i 22 12.1 10.6 1.6660 15.7
1 1 2 1 1 i 12 11.9 10.7 1.1590 10.8
1 1 1 3 1 2 3 i 19 U .7 10.7 l,!i920 13.9
1 2 3 1 1 li 1 i 1 21 12.9 io.7 1.6810 15.7
2 1 2 2 li 1 2 17 13.9 10.7 1.5090 U t.l
1 1 2 1 3 1 i 1 1 18 13.6 10.9 1.5750 I t  all
1 1 2 L 1 2 1 1 i 15 13 .li 10.9 1.0220 9.1l
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-16.8 11 13.0 10.9 2.li990 22.9
2 2 2 2 1 10 11.3 10.9 1.2050 11.0
1 2 1 1 3 2 2 i 3 ,■' 23 13.0 11.0 1.7570 15.9
2 2 1 3 1 3 2 1 1 i 1 1 22 12.9 11.1 1.5620 l t . l
1 2 li 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 21 11.9 11.1 1.26tiO n . t
1 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 1 19 12.3 11.1 2.1160 19.1
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 12 12.2 11.2 I . I1I 6O 12.6
2 1 Li 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 2li 13.3 11.3 2.0600 18.2
1 1 2 •li 3 1 1 1 15 12.0 11.5 1.3380 11.6
1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 2 3 1 21 12 .li 11,6' 1.3550 11.7
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 19 12.3 U .7 1.1820 10.1
2 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 25 13.0 11.8- 1.5260 9.5
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 20 13.5 11.9 lJi320 12.0
1 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 16 13.lt 11.9 l.lli8o  " 9.6
1 2 3 2 2 2 3 1 li 1 22 llu  5 11.9 1.3000 10.9 -
1 1 1 3 i 2 1 1 1 1 111 13.0 12.0 l.lililt0 12.0
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 12 lli.2 12.1 2.2050 18.2
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 13 13.9 12.2 1.6750 13.7
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1-16.3 18 12.7 12.6 1.661i0 13.2
1 1 1 ■ 1 2 2 1 5 2 1 -2 3 1 1 27 12.6 12.6 I . 767O lt.O
' 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 13 13 .h 12.8 1.8310 15.5
1 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 18 13.1 13.3 1,1200 20.0
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produced hgr eerietn *j plante raî ht he made, The top 10 plants in
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seed index taken Into F3 produced only six of the top F3 linos*
Fhe top 10 F3 line* wore produced by l2 plant* which nor© above 
the moon of the high seed index p rent mean (12*2 grams) In 195! ♦ 
the lowest sueh Fg plant value was 12*6 grams* Fhe low 10 Fg 
plants taken into F3 produced seven of the lowest 10 F3 lines* Of 
the 1© lowest F3 lines in eeed Index, eight were produced from Fg 
plants which were helow the mean of the lew seed index parent 
(JSPlt 14-312 (5~k)) in 1951* Fhis is sufficient evidence to show
that selestlon in the Fg was effective in seed Index*
Further compart sons are not considered necessary since the
desired seed else for a “breeding program is unknown*
fcmlr* (1.1) x AM. (val
fcptr* (l—1) parent plants, 25 AHA. 6—1—4 (>>3) 
parent plants, 23 F^ and 3b© Fg plants were grown and measured for 
seed index in 1951* Shis Is the sane cross reported under Empire 
(l«l) im the study of lint density index* A frequency distribution 
sf the parents, F^ and Fg plants for seed Index Is presented in 
fable 20*
fhe Inptre (l-l) parent ranged from 11*6 to 14,0 grams in seed 
Index with a mean of 12*9 grams, which represents 2*4 grains variation 
in. the parent* fhe AHA 6-1*4 (3*3) parent showed a range from 
11*9 to 14*3 crams with a mean of 13*1 grams, which represents 2*4 
gr̂ ia# variation in the parent for seed index* .fhe coefficient of 
variation for the Empire (l-l) was 4*49# and 3.59# for the AHA 
6-1-4 (3—3) parent* fhe parents appeared to be relatively homosygous
Table 20* frequency distribution of seed index for the parents* and F» in the Empire 
(1-1) x AKA 6-1-4* (3*3) cross#
Population
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Empire (1-1) i It 2 6 It 3 2 1
AHA 6-1-4* (3-3) 2 5 b 3 3 It 2 2
Fi 1 1 1 3 8 6 2 1
*2 1 3 2 2 8 lit 2b 30 b2 bb b5 2? 37 27 13 lb b 2 1
Table 21* Statistical values for seed index for the parents* and Fg 
x AHA 6-1-4* (3-3) cross.








Empire (1-1) 23 12.9 .583b b.b9
AHA 6-1-4* (3—3) 25 13a .b?10 3.59
Fi 23 13 *k •b898 3.65
F2 % 0 13.2 .93bl 7.09
CO0\
e?
and it is assumed that the Variation in each was caused by environ­
ment. fhe parent mean difference in this cross was 0*2 gram* 
which represents the genetic difference studied for seod sirs©, 
fhese parents were chosen primarily for the study of lint density 
Index rather than seed Index*
fhe 2^ population of 23 plants showed a range from 11*9 to 14*3 
grams with a mean of 13*4 grams which represents the same rang© in 
classes as found in each pt the parents, fhe coefficient of 
variation la th© was 3*^5$ which is intermediate between the two 
parents,
From this evidence* the parents were considered to he relatively 
homosygous for seed index,
fhe 34o ?2 plants showed ©. complete range of the parents with 
seven plants helow the lowest parent (Suspire (1-1)) plant and, 34 
plants higher than th© highest parent (AHA. (3-3)) plant, fhis
type distribution indicates transgresslve segregation may have 
occurred and is typical of the normal distribution when two parents 
which are very dees in seed siae are crossed.
OgB&B35£&£U* Presence or absence of dominance was determined in 
the cross, fhe mean difference between the Fg (13*3 grams) and the 
arithmetic average of the parents (13*0 grans) in the cross, was 0,2 
gram, fhe modal class of the frequency, distribution was 13*4 grams 
which la above the parent average of 13*0 grams end the fg of
13.2 grams and the seme as th© F^ mean (fable 20 and Figure 8). Since 
the means of both F^ and Fg generations were higher then the higher 
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&c Uv as th© Empire (l-l) parent swan In the population of 3**0 ?*& 
plants, or a r?tio of one In 2*7* $hese results indieate that the 
parent* did not differ hy a major pair of genes and suggested that 
















! of the variation in seed index in the fjg population was genetic.
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WmAxmJls^iLjLJSk. felA.13-4),
This cross is very similar to the Hmpire (l-l) cross hut since 
e^ch one was handled individually for lint density index* they are 
not combined for seed index. There were some variations In the 
two crosses for seed index.
Forty*flve Aspire (l-2) parent plant** 20 M i  6-1-4 (3-4) parent 
plants* 2? and 418 fg plants were grout* and measured for seed 
Index ia 1951* A frequency distribution of the parents* 3^ and 3*2 
plants for seed index is presented in Table 22.
The Jfepire (l-2) parent ranged from 10.7 to 12,8 grams in seed 
Index with a mean of 11.9 grams* which represents 2.1 gram® variation 
la the seed index ©f the parent. The MA. 6-1-4 (3-4) parent ranged 
from 11.0 to 12.0 grams with a mean of 12.0 grams which represents 
2.0 grams variation in the seed index of the parent. The coefficients 
of variation for the Empire (l—2) was 4.02̂ 6 and 3*99$ for the M i  
6-1-4 (3-4) parent. The parent range and coefficients of variation 
compares favorably with those of the 3fcspire (l—l) x AKA 6—1—4 (3—3) 
cross and suggests that the parents wore relatively homosygous. The 
0.1 gram mean difference in the two parents means indicates the 
genetic difference studied,
The ranged from 11.9 to 13.4 grams in seed index with a mean 
of 12*7 grams which is a range of 1.5 grams* The coefficient of 
variation of 3*44$ for the 3*̂  was lower than that of either parent* 
presenting further evidence that the parents were relatively 
homosygons for seed index.
The 418 plants showed a complete rang© of the two parents
Tabid 22* Frequency distribution of flood indax for tho parents, F^ and Fg in tho Soplro (1-2) 
x A M  6-1-b (3*4i) crops,
"SnmborW  '"JS 1,1 IV  ■■ô ,̂ TS*',,tiriw,W l,,"l^'” rag"",l!Cr,'"',Cr"‘,<n.Vg '1
0' S S 2 d d d d a a 2 2 2 2 i 3 ^ t 3 ^ ' 2 ' f iH n ft rl H  n , -,
E*pir* (1-2) 1 2 5 8  16 6 2 5
AHA 6-1-6 ( M )  1 1 6  5 5 1 3
?, 6 2 2 11 5 31
Fg 1 5 10 3 21 26 bo M  U6 9b 33 31 22 12 13 b 3 2 2
Table 23* Statistical to lues for seed index for the pamrts, F^ and P* ^  E&pire ( W )  








Sapire (1-2) 65 11.9 .6762 6.02
A M  6-1-b (3-b) 20 12.0 .6790 3.99
pi 2? 12.7 .6365 3.66
F2 61& 12.6 1.0300 8.31
plus 16 plants lever than the lowest class of the Umpire (l~2) 
parent and $6 plants higher than tho highest plant of the Alii &-1-4 
(3^) parent which Indicates that transgresslve segregation may 
have occurred in the cross*
Itesalaffaeê  The arithmetic average of the parents was 11*95 
grams* the moan of the 3^ was 12# ? grams and the mem of the hlS 
plants was l2*h grams* The difference between the 7g» mean and tho 
arithmetic average of the two parents was not significant. The 
means of both the 7^ and generations were above the average of 
the parent s. She frequency distribution indicates 12*8 grams to 
be the modal class (Table 22 and figure 9) which is above the 7^ and 
means*. indicating dominance for large seed may have occurred In 
the cross* Since both 7^ and Sg means are above the highest parent 
there is a strong Indication that heterosls* hybrid vigor* occurred 
in the cross*
Mature, of srene action, The nature, of gen© action* whether 
arithmetic or geometric* was determined* The ejected arithmetic and 
geometric means were 11*95 grains. The actual 7^ mean was 12.? grams 
and above the actual 72 *•«** of 12**1- grams. Thus* it was not 
possible te determine the nature of gene action*
Sumbar_ of eenes lavalyeiL*. The r*n**© of the two parents was 
very similar and the parent ®e=»n difference was 0*1 gram in seed 
Index* Therefore* the parent differences were not sufficient to 
permit the estimation of the number of genes involved.
A parent mean difference of 2*5 grams in the Half and Half (2**3) 
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of goftoo* ©ho. rmm&*n A m  mjomotod that ntKtifloro w r t  pwaent 
Wwt m m  index* A p m m %  M t t m m m  of 1*1 grass* lit th® S »  ih«*31t 
<5-*) *  d®l (j^) Moo* tin oppoorod to ho governed ty m m
•i|M? p»lr «f p M t *  parent® of the orooe involving %*tp%r$ (l~l > 
* ASA (>5) waw w r y  oinilop in $H1 index ond tho mood to
ftttggeootod thot the parent* differed only in roqpoot A® mm&tftmm* 
iMitttililar. Seed index m *  found to how a heriimMltiy of 
79$ in *g in tho Snpire (1*2) x A M  <5-W (>4J oroea* Vhift f^xo» 
mitt a w r y  hl^i fcoriiftMilty hdne and indio&too that tho gppeeier 
|MOl of tho variation in oeed index In tho orooo in m o  ganotlo* 
ft i« •lightly high®** than tho 69$ found %n tho &apir® (l-l) x 
A M  6»1«4 ( » )  eroo®*
StrltmMllhr watmo of 54ft* 7©5* 7©$ $s.nd,69$ w r o  found in tho 
?2 of tho four erooneo otudiod for seed Index* fho aver&ge fg 
heritaMlity m o  In tho fg* ©eriieMlity of 55$ ®»d 59$
vlth on average of 57$ w r e  detaraiiied from regression of on
Seed hofeu^ Area
Soed olco soy ho ftooonrad hy might or oarfao# The seed
might to m o d  in determining feed Index and tho mrftoee m m  ift 
determining lint deaotty index. deed A m  fcne hoon measured a# mod 
index for m o y  year* in cotton hr»«4lng msfe* With tho introdnotion 
of lint density index* the wight of ffbere p m  100 square oentt- 
notoro of need cnrfaee, rood surface m m  offer* another method of 
nr**«arlng oood elm*
teed surface area 1* «ee*ur«& in a^mro centimeter*' of eeed
surface per 100 seed, $he same 100 teed need in determining seed 
index were need in determining surface area* fhe seed surface area 
was measured by displacement of the seed in alcohol. fhe eo 
displacement eat converted into square centimeter* of surface area 
by the uee of a table prepared by Hod eon (8). A detailed dissuasion 
of toe procedure is given in the section on Material© and Method® 
and it 1* net considered neoeeeary to repeat it*
inheritance of seed surface area was studied in four population®, 
which were the cane population* need in the seed index study* #hi» 
study wn* added in addition to seed Index in order to attempt to 
determine whether seed index or seed surface area Is the better 
Character to be used In cotton selection work*
ffcs four populations studied included one cross of Half and Half 
x ASA 6-1-4* one cross of $H* 14-312 x AHA 6-1-4 and two crosses of 
Hhqpire x ASA 6-1—4, fhe nature of inherit an cse a® to dominance, 
nature of gene action* number of genes involved and herltahility was 
determined for eato cross.
A detailed study of the inheritance of seed surface area* a® 
the character was measured in this study* Is so very similar to that 
of seed index that it is not considered necessary to present mere 
the summary as it would involve repeating the majority of 
the conclusion* •
Seed index proved to be the superior method of measuring seed 
else in some Instance* and surface area in other instance* although 
they gave Identical results In the majority of the case®*
Approximately 21,0 square centimeter* of seed surface area can
96
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1». «aq»Mt«d from MfttvoxuiMraftal variation alone. She anviroiBnontml 
•ffset f«nmd in eeed Index 1« tAanft 70$ of the total «e*A Index 
involved a. eoMpared to 1<Ŝ  of the total oeeA surface exes, involved.
Boninaaoe was indicated in one of the four crosses 
and partial doninaaee in too other* for high seed surface ares..
Shle rvastien nay he psrtmarily due to h^hxid vigor In aead else.
She results in aseh eroea yore similar to those found in seed index.
ItftffiEft SJLgffiB. M M . W U  »here vae no trend as to whether the 
gene act lorn was arithmetic or geometric* fhe populations showed tho 
seme type of gene action a* «p* found for seed Index In each ease* 
Bwabar «f gangs involved. She Half ynd Half x AH*. 6-1-fc
(5*1) eres* had a parent difference of 21.96 square centimetere of 
seed surface area and was found to ho conditioned hy two pairs of 
genes. 9he seed index analysis indicated tho parents to differ ty 
one major pair of genes plus modifiers. As in the seed Index, the 
parent difference was only ©lightly ahow# the variation aspecte& hy 
environment for the Character, .The 25PX» Hfc.312 x AKA cross
showed a parent difference of 9*19 square centimeters of surface area, 
which Is less than one-half of that found in the Half and Half cross 
(21*96), a difference which appeared to he governed hy on© major 
pair of genes as was found in seed index. $he Batpir© x AKA 6-1-^ 
eress with parents of very similar surface areas indicated that the 
parents did net differ hy as much as one major pair of genes which 
was found in seed index.
Iforltahllltr. $h© heritahllity for the crosses in th© 
ranged from 5*$ to with an average of ®he approximate
9?
m  rang* was fei^d in the her!tability la the seed Index and with 
an average of d£$* which Is slightly below that far surface area*
®hs heritability of seed surface area la regression of fj on J*g 
of the Saif sad Half (2*3) * AHA 6-1-4 (3-1) cross m s  5®$ as 
compared with 50> in the W %  14-3X2 (s-4) * AHA 6-1-4 <3-9) cross* 
fheae compare very closely with the 55$ and 5#$ heritability of seed 
Index la the ̂  of the seme crosses,
h  the 3SPI» 14*312 x AHA cross* 20* ft of the population
la seed surface area wsfl required to give the highest 10.0$ of the 
*3 lines in seed index* In the seme cross* 29*8$. of the population 
in seed index vss required to give the highest 10*0$ in seed surface 
area*
fhe highest parent plant in the £8P& 14-312 (5**4) x. AHA 6-1-4 
(3-9) crose had a seed surf ape area In the class of 133*5 and the 
shoved two plants in the 151*5 class which Indicates that recombi­
nations are possible for a breeding program* It has already been 
shewn that selection for seed index is very effective in the %  
generation.
Association of Characters
$otal correlation coefficients involving several characters 
were calculated In the genetic populations by the formula given in 
the section on Materials and Methods* fhe correlation coefficients 
are presented in the order of the populations in which they have 
been previously discussed (fable 24).
fhe correlation coefficients were based on 1?2 5*2 plants in the
Table 2k. Total correlations In five fo populations In the genetic study.
Populations
1 Half and Half (2-3) x A M  6-1-k (3*1)
2 Half and Half (2-2) x AHA 6-1-k (3-2)
3 DPL 1U-312 (5-U) x AHA 6-1-k (3-9) 
k Empire (1-1) x AHA 6-1-k (3-3)
5 Empire (1-2) x AHA 6-1-k (3*k)
Characters correlated 1 2 3 k 5
Lint density index with seed index 0.11 NC
r values 
0.12 0.12 0.10
Lint density index with sq cen seed surf area 0.01 -0.01 0.002 -0.01 0.02
Lint density index with lint percent 0.75** NC 0.73** 0.68** 0.67**
Lint density index with lint index o.6k#* NC 0.68** 0.52** 0.58**
Lint density index with strength —G.kl** -0.35** NC -0.31** -0.30**
Seed index with sq cen seed surf area 0.91** NC 0.9k** 0.9k** 0.93**
Seed index with lint percent -0.33** NC -0.3k** ^>.30** -0.33**
Seed index with lint index 0.1*9** NC 0.k2** O.kl** 0.32**
Seed index with strength oai 0.08 NC 0.01 0.02
Sq cen seed surf area with lint percent -0.28** NC -0.39#* -0.22** -0,21**
Sq cen seed surf area with lint index 0.k3** NC 0.k5#* 0.1i5#* 0.35#*
Sq cen seed surf area with strength 0.2k** 0.23** NC 0.12 0.17*
^Significant at the 5% level, Significant at the 1% level, NC - not calculated.
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Half and Saif (&-3) * AHA 6-1-4 (>*l) cross, on 161 plants in the
Half and Half (3-2) x AHA, 6-1-4 (3*2) cross, on 303 1*2 pi ant a In the
Bmpire (i«l) x AHA (3*»3) cross and on 171 3*2 plants In the
Hmpire Cl-2) x AHA 6-1-4 (3-4) cross.
Correlation coefficients for several of the same characters 
were ealcolsted from the fj data In the crosses of Half and Half (2-3) 
x AHA 6-1-4 (>X) and t m  14-312 (5-4) sc AHA 6-1-4 ( > 9) cross 
(fable 25)* fhe 2*3 r values were calculated from the means of the 
Hj lines for each pair of characters*
lint Density Index
&© slgolf&oe&t correlation 
was found between lint density index and seed size (measured by 
seed index and seed surface area) in spite of the fact that the 
parents differed widely in this Character (tables 24 and 25)* ^Ma  
clearly indicates that there was no association and that lint density 
Index was not related to also of seed* She fact that commercial 
varieties have a tendency to possess small coed and high density and 
large seed and low density mast not be due to a. true association of 
the two characters but due to some other factor. Any combination of 
lint density index and seed index values within the parent range 
should bo possible In the materials studied.
x*tn> a«n.«l».v »nd Hat perataiftag*. All of the correlations
in the *2 an* *3 between lint density Index end lint percentage were 
found to be highly significant (fables 24 and 25)* fhts arises from 
the fact that lint percentage is a complex character of which lint
Table 25* Total correlations in two Tj populations In the genetic study.
Characters correlated
snr Mamam-T)
x m  6-1-k (3-1)
.... w i H r w r * "
AHA 6-1-k (3-9)
Lint density index with seed index •o.ok
r values
-0.06
Lint density index irith sq cen seed surf area ■0.06 -0.10
Lint density index with lint percent 0.83** 0.73**
Lint density index with lint index 0.1*3** 0.59**
Lint density index with strength -0.63** m
Seed index with sq cen seed surf area 0.9k** 0.86**
Seed index with lint percent -0.31* -0.3k*
Seed index with lint index 0.kl** 0.50**
Seed index with strength 0.08 RC
Sq cen seed surf area with lint percent -0.k7** -0.3k*
Sq cen seed surf area with lint index 0.k7** 0.kG**
Sq cen seed surf area with strength 0.21 MC
ioi
*
density index la a constituent* Since lint percentage is much 
easier to measure, the high positive correlations indicate that 
selection for lint percentage should he a rapid effective measure 
in securing high lint density index strains.
IdnlLdssytity lndex and lint Index. Correlation coefficients 
of lint density index with lint index were also found to he positive 
and significant in all crosses studied. Correlations coefficients 
of 0*64, 0f68, 0*52 and 0*J$8 were found in the Fg populations and 
0*43 and 0*59 i» the F^ populations* I*I»t density index is also 
a constituent of lint index* Thus, selection for lint index is an 
effective means of selection for lint density Index* However, 
correlation coefficients for lint density Index with lint index were 
lower than with lint percentage*
Thus, selection for either high lint percentage or lint index 
can he used as a means for selection for high lint density index 
hut lint percentage is more effective*
hint density index and sArength^ hint density index was 
significantly hat negatively correlated with strength as shown hy 
eoefficients of -0*41, *0*35# *0*31 and -0*30 In the Fg (fable 24) 
and *0*63 In theFj of the Half and Half (2*3) x AHA, 6~1«*4 (3*1) 
cross (fable 25)* Although these correlation coefficients are not 
especially high, they do indicate an association of some inportano© 
between the two characters* In the crosses, AHA 6-1-4 h*& a very 
hi^h strength and low density Index while the other parents had a 
medium to high density and low strength* These results indicate 
that difficulty may bo encountered in combining the high strength of
M











7igttre 10. Scatter diagram of liat density index end strength for the parent* end Half end Half (2-3)
x AHA 6-1-4 (3-1) croeta
HofO
by Wild*# Apparently one or more ênea for hi$* strength in the
ym •SNmega* 0t(% eAoqt* psse 9<ze$e«int$> &*>% eq% jo 
CT$ eOWeJWCOOOO &%& •*JL9%&T3mTS1fp Q$i% <K£% V»9A%9<1 &%\XVi 
x«o^exexBjeqd * (2) ptis êesiuxx (1) 9% yetnq'f£%%« eq Jfrm
q^uoA%e pti'ea aĉpux •£$!&*%&$ weenqeq txox̂spooas* OAX*«<feu ©q$
AKA £~l~4 vi%h lint deneity indeae*
1 0 4
ASA, imhmk Is linked with one or more gnus* for low density*
S©ed Siso
fiie lade of association 'between seed else and lint density 
index has already been discussed*
,junxa..&m%%m&asM. s&.jms*LjBax£$a ^  Seed index 
is highly associated and significantly correlated with square 
centimeters of seed surface area as shown by r values of 0.91, 0.94,
0.94 and 0*93 in the 3Pg and 0*94 and 0*86 in the ffly (fables 34 and 
$$)• Seed index and seed surface area were found to have an almost 
identical inheritance as reported earlier* Seed Index could be 
used as an estimate of seed surface area* #he determination of 
square centimeters of seed surface arê . requires much more time and 
effort than the seed index measurement* these results surest that 
tho specific gravity of the seeds did not vary but tended to ysnaiu 
constant* end that seed weight is a good Indication of volume.
Seed also and lin^ oeroenta45^. Correlation coefficients 
between seed else (measured by seed index and seed surface area) and 
lint percentage in the were all significant and negative, both 
seed index end square centimeters of seed surface area gave almost 
Identical values in correlations with lint percentage* Although 
all of the correlation coefficients in the ^  were significant* 
they were relatively low* All of the value© in the «8Vj between seed 
else e**d lint percentage were significantly negativet but only one 
of the four we® significant at the one percent level. It has been 
3onown for many years that ©eed size is a constituent of lint
103
»
percentage* Imaw eeed tend to produce a low lint percentage and 
email eeed tend to produce a high lint percentage. Mason (20) and 
Deahotels (4) reported similar results between seed index end lint 
percentage in a cross of Saif and Half x Wilde end Half end Half as 
Tuxtula. •
. , s®«d Index was significantly and 
positively ooyrelsted with lint index as shoisa by the r values of, 
0*4$* 0.42* 0*41 and 0*32 for the 3Pg and 0*41 and 0*50 for the F^* 
These values are very similar with those of square centimeters of 
seed surface ares with lint Index*
The results indicate that large seed tended to produce more 
fiber per seed than did small seed* With an increase in seed else* 
there is a tendency for a proportionate increase in lint index and 
accompanied by a decrease in lint percentage*
The magnitude of the r values of seed Index with lint index 
should not prevent combinations of relatively small seed with high 
lint index, .large populations may be required to recover such 
combinations,
Samar, eentlanaters of «aad Mirfacfl axe*.M& Btrorartiu Positive 
and significant correlation coefficients were found in the S*2 between 
seed surface area and strength in three of the four populations 
studied (Table 24). The low r values were found In the Hmpire 35 
AHA 6-1-4 crosses which had almost Identical seed else in the parents. 
H© association was found between the two characters in the 1*̂  (Table
25>*
Humber and Weight of Fibers per TJhit Area of Seod Surface
Weight of fibers per m i t  area of seed surface, lint density 
index, may he determined hy several coisponeai*, one of which Is the 
number of fibers per unit area* A study was mad© to determine the 
association between the number of fibers and weight of fibers per 
m it area of seed surface*
Twelve plants were selected to represent the range in lint 
density Index from the lowest to the highest in the cross of Empire 
(l—2) x AHA 6-1-4- (3*4 ). The number of fibers were counted on a unit 
area of seed surface for each plant* The number of fibers m s  then 
correlated with the lint density index, which measures the weight of 
fibers per unit area (Table 26)* The correlation coefficient found 
between the number of fibers and lint density index was 0*953* the 
emujt value reported by Mason (20) in similar counts of samples from 
12 *2 plants from a ©roes of Half and Half x Wilds.
This indicates that essentially all of the variation In lint 
density index is due to the number of fibers, therefore, the primary 
difference in different lint density index values is due to the 
number of fibers*
*•
S&ble 26* The number of fibers per unit area of seed surface arid the 
lint density index of 12 selected W9 plant© from the 
»apir* (1*2) x AHi 6-l~h (>i*> cross*
Humber of fibers












DISCUSS I OH OF 2H38ULT8 
t»lnt Density Index
Although* lint density index was found to b© & cmsmtltatlve 
character the number of gene* end nature of gene action indicated that 
tt w&uld not be extremely difficult to handle in a breeding program. 
Source© of high values for lint density index may be desirable in a 
breeding program end are available as indicated by the high density 
index parent {Half and Half) with a mean of 6.9 graac*
In five crosses studied there was an indication that each,pair of 
genes contributed approximately 0.6 gram in lint density index. If 
this condition holds true for other crosses, a breeder could estimate 
the number of genes by which two parents differed for the character 
before making a cross. Thu*, he could approximate the else of popife* 
lation required to produce the desired number of genotypes.
*Phe effectiveness of selection for lint density index is very 
Important in a breeding program. Thl$ effectiveness Is another way of 
stating ©r demonstrating, her it ability* Selection for lint density 
index is fairly reliable. The breeder should expect to secure approxi­
mately 65$ of the high *3 lines in lint density Index from a cross by . 
•electing the high 20$ of the *2 from ^ 1#  produce F3 lines.
Environment alone produced variation up to 1*^ grams In lint 
density index. Since the character Is measured in small values, it may
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than in lint density lnd«:x whluh measure* only on© of the variable*
m
weight of fiber per unit a m  of s«ed surface*
These paavilts indicate that tho primary objective of selection 
for lint percentage and lint index in the present brooding 
program* is to obtain strains which have high density of fiber* 
Breeding programs which are designed to produce high fiber 
strength cotton may experience some difficulty* since lint density 
index and strength were significantly negatively correlated.
Selection based on high lint density index* lint percentage and 
lint index would tend to produce low strength linos* She magnitude 
ef the association between lint density index m &  strength in th© Bg 
Indicates that it is possible to produce lines with relatively high 
values for both Characters. $h© Bj of the cross of Balf and Half 
(2*3) x AMA ^1-4 (>l) cross indicates that a Closer negative asso­
ciation exists between lint density index and strength than Is 
shown in the Bg. If linkage is involved* as indicated* the difficulty 
may prove to be greater than is shown by tho correlation coefficient 
value. It may bo necessary to test a large number of Bg plants which 
show to bo above the average for lint density index and strength* 
in Bj later generations* to produce the desired genotypes*
Seed Siso
food oise has been measured In breeding programs, as seed Index; 
however* it may also bo measured as seed surface area. Weed weight 
is expressed in grams and seed surface area in square centimeters. 
Since seed Index and seed surface area wore found to have an almost 
Identical inheritance and are very closely associated, seed index
m
e^a be used as mi estimate of seed surface area in a breeding 
Program, The measurement of seed surface area Requires more time 
and effort than the determination of teed Index, If seed surface 
area ii considered to be more accurate in its measurement* it would 
bo aixĵ ler to select first on the basis of seed weight, and than 
determine the seed surface area on the selected plants.
Although seed index was found to be a quantitative character, 
the number of genes governing the parent differences Indicate that 
it would be relatively easy to handle the character in a breeding 
program* She exact seed else desired In a breeding program le not 
known at present» but the small number of genes governing the 
character permits recovery of any seed si so desired, fhe other 
inheritance factors studied indicate that the plant breeder would 
not have difficulty in handling seed si so (seed index) in a breeding 
program, Genetic material possessing a wide range In seed slses is 
available for use In breeding programs.
Selection for seed else was found to be very effective, fhe 
major question exist a as to the desired e««d else for maximum yield. 
Many of the present high yielding commercial Varieties have rel®^ 
tively small seed, tbitll the desired seed else Is determined* It 
will not be possible to check the exact selection criteria involved, 
nor will It be possible to determine th$ recombination possibilities 
of this character with other characters,
$he significant negative association between seed index and 
lint percentage Is of such a low magnitude that it should bo possi­
ble to obtain high lint percentage in combination with medium to
W3
large seed in a breeding program. Althoxigh, selection for high lint 
percentage tend* to produce small *©©&, the association between the 
two character* dee* not appear to be sufficiently high to prevent 
the occurrence of line* which have large seed and high lint 
percentage*
Selection for extreme high lint indices in a breeding pyocysm 
would tend to give large seed and a decrease in lint percentage*
If the high lint index occurs as a result of density of fibers, 
rather than seed surface area, the tendency will not hold true* 
Therefore, selection for high lint index gives, no control over lint 
density and seed size as individual characters*
The association between seed surface area and strength is too 
low to bo of much value to a plant breeder. It would be difficult 
to base a breeding program on the association of the two characters 
and although it i* a positive association* The characteristics of 
the parent plant introducing the high strength may be the de­
termining factor*
s m m m
A genetic analysis of lint density index and seed size, making 
use of parents, and Fg generations of five crosses and an of 
two crosses, and the correlation of several characters revealed the 
followings
1. Lint density index and seed index were found to be quantitative 
in Inheritance but relatively simply inherited* The inheritance 
of seed surface area was found to be almost identical with that 
of seed index*
2* High lint density index was partially dominant over low lint 
density Index in two of the five crosses and large seed was 
partially dominant over small seed in three of the cro ses in ?2* 
Transgressive segregation or hybrid vigor or both occurred in 
seed else*
3* Parent differences of 2 .1*0 grams (two year average), 2*89 grams, 
1*70 grams, 1*23 grams and 1*86 grams in lint density index 
appeared to be controlled by four, five, three, two and three 
pairs of genes, respectively* 
km Parent differences of 2*$ grams (two year average) and 1*1 grams 
in seed index appeared to be controlled by one pair of genes 
plus modifiers In both cases*
*>* The herilability of lint density index varied from 61$ to 72$ in 
the F2, with an average of 68$ and from 35$ to U3$, with an
Ilk
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av.mg. of from regression of F̂  on F2*
6, The herltabillty of seed index varied from $2% to 18% in the F2* 
with an average of 69*$£» and from %$% to with an average of 
$7% from regression of Fj on F2,
7* Lint density index and seed else were not found to be associated. 
Significant and positive correlations were found between lint 
density index and lint percent and lint index* Significant and 
negative correlations were found between lint density index and 
strength*
8* Seed index was found to be highly and significantly correlated in 
a positive direction with square centimeters of seed surface area* 
Seed index and lint percent were significantly and negatively 
correlated and seed index and lint index were significantly and 
positively correlated* Seed size and strength were not found to 
be associated in the Fj*
9* Square centimeters of seed surface area was significantly and 
positively correlated with lint index and negatively correlated 
with lint percent#
10* The number of fibers per unit area of seed surface in 12 selected 
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